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Donald L. Tucker Civic Center
HISTORY OF FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY

In 1851, state legislators provided for the establishment of two institutions of higher learning in Florida east and west of the Suwanee River. The purpose for these schools was to instruct men and women in the art of teaching all facets of a common school education, as well as to provide instruction in the mechanic arts; husbandry; agriculture; fundamental laws; and citizens' rights and duties. In 1856, when state representatives accepted Tallahassee Mayor Francis Eppes' offer of city-owned land and the Florida Institute's existing school building, Tallahassee became the western institution's permanent home.

Following the Civil War, the Florida Institute entered a period of growth and development. By 1897 it had become the first liberal arts college in the state, and in 1901 became Florida State College. In 1905, the Legislature reorganized Florida's educational system. The school became an all-women's college and was subsequently renamed Florida State College for Women. However, when World War II ended, returning veterans required additional educational resources. In 1947, the Governor signed an act of the Legislature returning FSCW to a coeducational institution and renaming it The Florida State University.

The 1950s and 60s brought further development and expansion with the addition of new colleges and schools, such as Business, Library Science, Social Welfare (later split into Social Work and Criminology), and Nursing. The 1970s and 80s saw the establishment of programs in African American Studies, Women's Studies, and the expansion and strengthening of the Liberal Arts Program. From 1957 to 2000, FSU opened study centers in Panama City, Republic of Panama; Florence, Italy; London, England; and Valencia, Spain. FSU's International Programs offers study opportunities that vary from year to year, but can include locations in Australia, China, Costa Rica, Croatia, Czech Republic, Ecuador, France, Ireland, Japan, Russia, and Switzerland. Additionally, The Center for Global Engagement hosts exchange programs in Jamaica and Germany (Beyond Borders).

Between 2001 and 2015, a new College of Medicine opened, and regional medical campuses were added throughout the state. In 2005, The Pathways of Excellence initiative was designed to competitively hire faculty to enhance the university's standing through a series of strategic goals. Most notably, benchmarks were met that led to FSU being named a preeminent university by the Florida Legislature, which set it on a path to become one of the top 25 public universities in the nation.

In each succeeding decade, Florida State University has added to its academic organization and presently comprises seventeen independent colleges. The University offers 267 bachelors, masters, and specialist degrees as well as 84 doctoral degrees, including the Juris Doctor in Law and the Doctor of Medicine. Recent efforts have been focused on elevating the university's reputation as a preeminent research institution; presiding over a one billion dollar fundraising campaign; advancing the university's academic and research mission; championing diversity and inclusion; becoming one of the most veteran-friendly campuses in the country; and welcoming the best and brightest students in the university's history.
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The Honorable Thomas G. Kuntz, Chair
The Honorable Tim Cerio
The Honorable Patricia Frost
The Honorable H. Wayne Huizenga, Jr.
The Honorable Darlene L. Jordan
The Honorable Sydney Kitson
The Honorable Ned C. Lautenbach
The Honorable Alan M. Levine
The Honorable Wendy S. Link
The Honorable Edward A. Morton
The Honorable Jay Patel
The Honorable Kishane Patel
The Honorable Norman D. Tripp
The Honorable Gary S. Tyson
The Honorable Fernando J. Valverde
The Honorable Zach Zachariah
ORDER OF THE CONFERRAL OF DEGREES

The order in which the academic degrees are conferred has been established by tradition. Beginning with the newest college in the University, the degrees are conferred in succession, proceeding toward the oldest college. Therefore, at Florida State University, the Dedman School of Hospitality is first and the College of Arts and Sciences is last in the conferral of academic degrees.

Dedman School of Hospitality
Jim Moran School of Entrepreneurship
College of Applied Studies
The Graduate School
College of Medicine
College of Motion Picture Arts
FAMU - FSU College of Engineering
College of Fine Arts
College of Communication and Information
College of Social Sciences and Public Policy
College of Law
College of Nursing
College of Business
College of Criminology and Criminal Justice
College of Social Work
College of Music
College of Human Sciences
College of Education
College of Arts and Sciences

ACADEMIC REGALIA

Pattened after medieval university customs, today's academic regalia reflect the status, scholastic achievement, and wearer's academic discipline. The colors on the trimmings of doctoral gowns, the edging on hoods, and the tassels of caps worn by undergraduate candidates reflect the student's academic area of study.

The colors seen at an FSU commencement ceremony are traditional and include white for the arts and humanities, brown for the fine arts, golden yellow for science, light blue for education, pink for music, citron for social work, drab for business, purple for law, apricot for nursing, maroon for human sciences, and green for medicine.

The wearer's degree is reflected by their gown and hood. A gown worn fastened at the top that features long, pointed sleeves is worn by those holding a bachelor's degree. The master's gown, which is worn open, has long, chiseled sleeves with a slit near the upper part of the arm. The doctoral gown, also worn open, is faced with a broad strip of velvet and has crossbars of velvet on each sleeve. The bars may be of black velvet or of colored velvet indicative of the degree's discipline and will agree with the hood's edging.

Hoods are worn by those holding graduate degrees. The doctoral hood is longer and more elaborate than the master's hood. At FSU, the lining of the hood is garnet and gold representing the University's colors. However, a faculty member who holds a degree from another college or university wears a hood whose lining is in the colors of his or her alma mater, with edging that represents his or her academic discipline.

The color of the undergraduate candidate's cap tassel indicates the candidate's degree. Graduate candidates-for-degree usually wear black tassels; however, the doctoral cap may have a tassel of gold thread. At the time the bachelor's degree is conferred, the tassel is changed from the right to the left side of the cap. Thereafter, it remains on the cap's left side.

The continuity of these academic symbols dates from the Middle Ages, and tradition dictates that they should be departed from as sparingly as possible, not only to preserve the symbolism of pattern and color, but for utility, as well.

Students who are wearing cords in today's ceremony are graduating with a degree of distinction. This distinction is based on all college work attempted and is awarded only to undergraduates. Students must have a 3.5 grade point average to graduate Cum Laude (gold cord), a 3.7 grade point average for Magna Cum Laude (garnet cord) and a 3.9 grade point average for Summa Cum Laude (garnet and gold cord).
COMMENCEMENT
MARSHALS AND SUBCOMMITTEES

HEAD MARSHALS

Greg Beaumont
Susan Fiorito
James Hunt
Rochelle Marrinan
Dennis Slice
Mark Zeigler

MASTER/SPECIALIST MARSHALS

Brandon Bowden
Craig Filar
Sara Hamon
Bruce Janasiewicz
Sandy Lewis

DOCTORAL MARSHALS

Laura Osteen
William Woodyard

COLLEGE MARSHALS

Russell Almond        Ann Langston        Karen Randolph
Farrukh Alvi         Keon Lee               Melissa Radey
Ken Armstrong        Sanghyung Lee         Jordan Rippy
William Berry        Sean McGinley          Gary Smith
Nan Cuchens          Maria Morales          Sahoko Timpone
Tatiana Fajardo      Anke Meyer-Baese       Jillian Turanovic
Bill Fredrickson     Paul Niell             Marin Wenger
Jolynn Greenhalgh    Lynn Panton            Jiawei Zhang
Mark Jowett          Hilah Peker             Willa Zollar

CONVOCATIONS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: Kimberly Barber, Greg Beaumont,
Kyle Clark, Taylor Gomez, Karen Laughlin, Sally McRorie
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE DEGREES

John Thrasher, President, Presiding

FRIDAY EVENING

Processional
Pomp and Circumstance

Sir Edward Elgar
Florida State University
College of Music Brass Choir
Mr. Michael Douty, Conductor

(Those who are able are requested to rise when the Procession enters and to remain standing through the Seminole Tribe of Florida Color Guard, the Pledge of Allegiance led by Jocelyn Riedl and the National Anthem led by Luke Selker)

Welcome and Comments
President Thrasher

Welcome
Mr. Kyle Hill
Student Body President

Introduction of Speaker
President Thrasher

Commencement Address
Dr. Jeffrey Chanton
2017-2018 Robert O. Lawton Distinguished Professor
The John Widmer Winchester Professor of Oceanography

Conferring of Academic Degrees
President Thrasher

Recessional
Hymn to the Garnet and Gold

J. Dayton Smith
Arranged by: Charles Carter
Mr. Douty, Conductor
Mr. Selker, Vocalist

(Those who are able are requested to stand for the Recession)
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE DEGREES

John Thrasher, President, Presiding

SATURDAY MORNING

Processional
Pomp and Circumstance

Sir Edward Elgar
Florida State University
College of Music Brass Choir
Mr. Michael Douty, Conductor

(Those who are able are requested to rise when the Procession enters and to remain standing through the Seminole Tribe of Florida Color Guard, the Pledge of Allegiance led by Jacob Schiros and the National Anthem led by Luke Selker)

Welcome and Comments
President Thrasher

Welcome
Mr. Kyle Hill
Student Body President

Introduction of Speaker
President Thrasher

Commencement Address
Mrs. Judy Sutherland Schmeling
Chief Operating Officer of HSN, Inc., and Catalog Division President, Cornerstone Brands, Inc.

Conferring of Academic Degrees
President Thrasher

Recessional
Hymn to the Garnet and Gold

J. Dayton Smith
Arranged by: Charles Carter
Mr. Douty, Conductor
Mr. Selker, Vocalist

(Those who are able are requested to stand for the Recession)
THE MACE
With origins in the Middle Ages, the mace is an ornamental staff that symbolizes the authority of the university president.

The Florida State University mace, created from native black walnut and gold-plated silver, was designed by Ivan Johnson, FSU Professor of Art. The woodwork is the effort of James C. Smith, 1992-93 Lawton Distinguished Professor of Psychology, and the metalwork the product of FSU alumnus Donald Vodicka.

The university marshal bears the mace before the president as the academic procession enters and retires from academic convocations.

THE MEDALLION
The medallion, which hangs on a heavy chain and bears the university Seal, was first presented to then FSU President Bernard Sliger by the Alumni Association at the revived Fall Convocation in 1988. John Thrasher is the sixth president to wear the brass medallion as a symbol of the office at formal academic functions. The Alumni Association has also presented all living former presidents with this badge of honor.

THE BANNER
The Banner is the highest ranking of the armorial ensigns, types of flag with heraldic significance, dating from medieval times. A knight who had displayed particularly valorous conduct became known as a Knight Banneret and was permitted to display his coat of arms on a square flag or banner carried on his lance. The Banner marked the carrier’s position in battle, in a ceremony, or at a tournament.

Like the Mace, the Banner is one of the medieval heraldic devices adopted by the faculties of universities in Scotland in the 1400s to embellish academic ceremonies. Today we use them to identify the colleges participating in formal academic convocations.

ACADEMIC DEANS AND DIRECTORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Unit</th>
<th>Dean/Director</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dedman School of Hospitality</td>
<td>Dr. Donald Farr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim Moran School of Entrepreneurship</td>
<td>Dr. Susan Fiorito</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Applied Studies</td>
<td>Dr. Randall Hanna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Graduate School</td>
<td>Dr. Mark Riley Interim Dean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Medicine</td>
<td>Dr. John P. Fogarty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Motion Picture Arts</td>
<td>Mr. Reb Braddock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAMU-FSU College of Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. J. Murray Gibson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Fine Arts</td>
<td>Dr. Scott Shamp Interim Dean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Communication and Information</td>
<td>Dr. Lawrence C. Dennis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Social Sciences and Public Policy</td>
<td>Dr. Tim Chapin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Law</td>
<td>Dr. Erin O’Hara O’Connor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Nursing</td>
<td>Dr. Judith McFetridge-Durdle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Business</td>
<td>Dr. Michael Hartline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Criminology and Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Dr. Thomas G. Blomberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Social Work</td>
<td>Dr. James Clark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Music</td>
<td>Dr. Patricia J. Flowers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Human Sciences</td>
<td>Dr. Michael Delp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Education</td>
<td>Dr. Marcy P. Driscoll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Arts and Sciences</td>
<td>Dr. Sam Huckaba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate Studies</td>
<td>Dr. Karen L. Laughlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Libraries</td>
<td>Dr. Julia Zimmerman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean of Students</td>
<td>Dr. Vicki Dobiyanski</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DEDMAN SCHOOL OF HOSPITALITY

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Katelyn Jo Friesen – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Antonio Luis Goitia – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Brian Hernandez – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Taylor H. Lang – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Karina Isabel Montagne-Waggoner – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Brooke Siena Neal – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Samantha E. Radcliff – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Nathaniel Thomas Smith (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Andrea Kristina Spivey – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Jose A. Videla Van Der Laat – Hospitality and Tourism Management

Amanda Christine Hill – Professional Communication
Scott K. Ingle – Professional Communication
Caroline Taylor Jackson – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Ashley Lynn Lajeunesse (CUM LAUDE) – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Jessica Suh Young Kim – Professional Communication
Billy Carl Mathis III – Professional Communication
Ronald Walker Kapono Medlock – Professional Communication
Thomasine Motlow – Law Enforcement Operations
Erica Jackia Pender – Professional Communication
Kyle Polk – Professional Communication
Justine Elizabeth Powell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Professional Communication
Erica Marie Quijano – Crime Scene Investigation
Robert Johnathon Rausch (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Law Enforcement Operations
Carly Seyfried – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Meridith Anne Smith (CUM LAUDE) – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Teddy Lee Stalnaker – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Brandi Rochelle Tagirs – Professional Communication
Paul Allen Williams – Law Enforcement Intelligence

Master of Science
With Major In

Natalia Nikolaeva Alford – Nurse Anesthesia
Michael Aaron Allen – Nurse Anesthesia
Ashley Jordan Bailes – Nurse Anesthesia
Samuel O’Neill Burt – Nurse Anesthesia
Badriya Yasmeen Dowe – Nurse Anesthesia
Kelli Brooke Fields – Nurse Anesthesia
J. Brian Garmon – Corporate & Public Communication
Dmitry V. Greznev – Nurse Anesthesia
Brooklyn ReShea’ Hamm – Nurse Anesthesia
Samantha Benson Hite – Nurse Anesthesia
William Holz – Nurse Anesthesia
Katherine Alexander May – Corporate & Public Communication
Tracy Danielle Mill – Nurse Anesthesia
Chantel Starr Pinney – Nurse Anesthesia
Jennifer Michelle Prisella – Nurse Anesthesia
Walter Lee Rappa – Nurse Anesthesia
Jay Tanner Rawlings – Nurse Anesthesia
Jeffery Wade Roberts – Nurse Anesthesia
Matthew Owen Roberts – Nurse Anesthesia
Heath Rogers – Nurse Anesthesia
Rachael Callie Rogers – Nurse Anesthesia
Brendan Patrick Ryan – Nurse Anesthesia
Uchenna Nneka Ugoke – Nurse Anesthesia
He Zhang – Nurse Anesthesia

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Xinbo Hu – Materials Science & Engineering
M.S., Chinese Academy of Sciences
Major Professor: Dr. David Larbalestier
"Studies on the Origins and Nature of Critical Current Variations in Rare Earth Barium Copper Oxide Coated Conductors"

Douglas Mark Wilson – Materials Science & Engineering
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Major Professor: Dr. Irinel Chiorescu
“NMR Investigation of the Layered Superconductor 2H-NbSe2"

COLLEGE OF APPLIED STUDIES

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Lourdes Ruth Alvarez – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Danny Arzu – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Aubrey Anne Browne – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Jameson Dettle – Professional Communication
Shawntelle Marie Dupree – Crime Scene Investigation
Michael Thomas Feightner – Professional Communication
Alessandra Mia Feria (CUM LAUDE) – Crime Scene Investigation
James Mercer Graydon – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Austin Wood Hadden – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Tara Chere Hanley – Professional Communication
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COLLEGE OF MOTION PICTURE ARTS

Master of Fine Arts
With Major In
Megan Lynn Burr – Motion Picture Arts - Writing
Yu Ying Chien – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Katherine Oostman – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Shaina Ulloa – Motion Picture Arts – Production
Shandton Depriece Williams II – Motion Picture Arts - Writing

FAMU - FSU COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Science
With Major In
Charles Harrison Barnes – Chemical Engineering
Robert Henry Berkowitz – Environmental Engineering-Civil
Vance Mitchell Bindley – Civil Engineering
Peter R. Burchell – Mechanical Engineering
Austin David Cushing – Civil Engineering
Jhorkys Katherine Estrella – Mechanical Engineering
Danielle Nicole Foulk – Civil Engineering
David Gomez – Environmental Engineering-Civil
Thomas Lee Hatcher (CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Hunter Anthony Hayden – Mechanical Engineering
Loren Lee Henderson, Jr. – Computer Engineering
Andrew Joseph Janeczek – Chemical-Materials Engineering
Jacqueline Michelle Jermy (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Electrical Engineering
Steven Joseph Kipikash – Computer Engineering
Jacob Thomas Klinedinst – Civil Engineering
Denitsa Veselinova Kurteva – Mechanical Engineering
Joshua Lerman – Civil Engineering
Clyde Benjamin Martin – Civil Engineering
Kevin Matheus – Civil Engineering
Ester Maya – Civil Engineering
Bradley Ellis Miller – Electrical Engineering
Justin Richard Morales – Mechanical Engineering
Cristian Andres Moreno Martinez (CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering

Robert Benjamín Nunez – Chemical-Materials Engineering
James Michael Oliveros – Computer Engineering and Art History
Jose Alejandro Pacheco – Electrical Engineering
Gerardo Jose Prats – Electrical Engineering
Jose Roberto Quijano Merida – Civil Engineering
David Joseph Riusech, Jr. – Computer Engineering
Mahmoud Adnan Safadi – Civil Engineering
Richard Victor Sandoval – Chemical Engineering
Daniel Augusto Santos de Mello – Civil Engineering
Daniel Silva – Civil Engineering
Samuel Elliot Smith – Environmental Engineering-Civil
Nicholas Teach – Civil Engineering
Irene Alexandra Testa – Environmental Engineering-Civil
Katie Lynn Trend – Civil Engineering
Richard Conlee Westbury – Civil Engineering

Master of Engineering
With Major In
Saïd Fahad Aldawarsi – Civil Engineering
Hubert L. Broughton – Civil Engineering
Victoria Annette Howard – Civil Engineering
Srichand Telikapalli – Civil Engineering

Master of Science
With Major In
Mohammad Faisal Ahmed – Industrial Engineering
Donglin Cai – Electrical Engineering
Jean Paul Cardenas Ibanez – Engineering Management
Daniel Andrew Carnrike – Mechanical Engineering
Sourindu Chatterjee – Electrical Engineering
Mingyang Chen – Civil Engineering
Emily Catherine Hammel – Industrial Engineering
Shiva Charan Indrakanti – Electrical Engineering
Ruben Marlowe III – Electrical Engineering
Amol Ankushrao More – Electrical Engineering
Saketh Varma Namburi – Electrical Engineering
Hayden Sean Radovich – Engineering Management
Margaret Victoria Scheiner – Industrial Engineering
Rajesh Thomas – Electrical Engineering
Rohit Chandra Vemula – Mechanical Engineering
Nikhil Venugopal – Electrical Engineering

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In
Gholamreza Amirnia – Civil Engineering
B.S., University of Tehran
M.S., Iran University of Science and Technology
Major Professor: Dr. Sungmoon Jung

“Offshore Wind Turbines Subjected to Hurricanes”

Timothy Brian Davis – Mechanical Engineering
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Farrukh Alvi

“Spatial Optimal Disturbances in Turbulent Boundary Layers”

Eric Anthony Deem – Mechanical Engineering
B.S., University of Florida
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Louis N. Cañada

“Flow Physics and Nonlinear Dynamics of Separated Flows Subjected to ZNMF-Based Control”

Kakit Fung – Civil Engineering
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Sungmoon Jung

“Biomechanics of Older Drivers in Vehicle Accidents”

Tufan Kumar Guha – Mechanical Engineering
B.S., National Institute of Technology, Calicut
Major Professor: Dr. Rajan Kumar

“Active Control of Wingtip Vortices using Piezoelectric Actuated Winglets”

Ayberk Kocatepe – Civil Engineering
B.S., Bogazici University, Turkey
M.S., Politecnico Di Milano, Italy
Major Professor: Dr. Eren Ozguven

“Evacuating and Sheltering Aging Populations: A GIS- and Optimization-based Methodology”

XiaoLi Liu – Civil Engineering
B.S., China University of Geosciences
M.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Gang Chen

“Optimization of Groundwater Long-Term Monitoring Network with Ant Colony Optimization”

Jonathan William McNally – Mechanical Engineering
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Farrukh Alvi

“Active Control of Salient Flow Features in the Wake of a Ground Vehicle”

Onyekachi Donatus Oparaji – Chemical Engineering
B.E., Federal University of Technology, Owerri
M.S., KU Leuven
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Daniel Hallinan

“The Influence of Molecular Transport on the Structure-Property Relationships of Amphiphilic Block Copolymer Membranes”

Yiyang Sun – Mechanical Engineering
B.E., Huazhong University of Science and Technology
Major Professor: Dr. Kunihiko Taira

“Global Stability Analysis and Control of Compressible Flows over Rectangular Cavities”

Puja Upadhyay – Mechanical Engineering
B.S., University of New Orleans
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Farrukh Alvi

“Active Control of High-Speed Free Jets Using High-Frequency Excitation”

Peng Xi – Electrical Engineering
B.E., Beihang University
Major Professor: Dr. Victor DeBruecker

“Discrete Hirschman Transform Applications in Compressive Sensing”
Bachelor of Fine Arts
With Major In

Giovanna Alvarez – Studio Art and Media/Communication Studies
Sara Caruso (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art

Kristina Marie Drespling – Studio Art
Kasey Brianne Gabriel – Studio Art
Hunter Linn Heerema – Studio Art
Kellyann Marie Henderson – Studio Art
Julianne Humphreys Barrett – Studio Art
Hudson Theodore Meeks – Acting
Jocelyn Leigh Riedl – Studio Art

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Mark A. Barcelo – Studio Art
Alexis Ann McFarland – Studio Art
Robert Gordon Pepple – Studio Art

Master of Arts
With Major In

Elizabeth Edgeworth Sickerman – Theatre

Master of Fine Arts
With Major In

LaQuan Darnell Anderson – Dance
Mary Michaela Roberts – Dance

Master of Science
With Major In

Victoria Ashley Munsell – Art Education

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Deirdre Anne Carter – Art History
B.A., Indiana University
M.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Lynn Jones

“Art, History, and the Creation of Monastic Identity at Late Medieval St. Albans Abbey”

D. Bryan Schaeffer – Art History
B.A., University of Cincinnati
M.A., Universidad de las Americas Puebla
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Carrasco

“Sojourn to the Sun God: Places of Emergence and Movement in the Mixtec Codices”

Alicia Viera – Art Education
B.F.A., Florida Atlantic University
M.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Pat Villeneuve

“Developing and Experiencing Visitor-Centered Exhibitions with the Supported Interpretation (SI) Mode: A Case Study”

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS

Bachelor of Arts
With Major In

Geoffrey Aaron Asch (CUM LAUDE) – Art History
Megan Starr Bartek (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre and Hospitality Management
William Anthony Barton III – Studio Art
Lorena C. Carapaica (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Chloe Cash – Art History
J’Sean Augusta Chambers – Studio Art
Brittany Nicole Crafton (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Kaley N. Ford – Studio Art
James Thomas Gallogly II – Theatre
Jacob Charles Gralton – Studio Art
Krystel An ty Gutierrez Montenegro – Studio Art
Shannon Margaret Haines (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Aundrea Nicole Harris – Studio Art
Kate Susan Henderson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Montana Rae Herron – Art History
Emily Marie Holmes – Studio Art
Lori-Joelle Chantel Johnson – Art History
Veronica Nia Kelly – Theatre
Sara Morgan Kline – Studio Art
Jennifer Haley Krostag – Studio Art
Isadora Leiva (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Khandice Alexandria Long – Theatre and Studio Art
Victoria Ashley Munsell – Studio Art
Tiffany Jazmane Pough – Studio Art
Jessie Nicole Suarez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Jacob Christopher Brian Thomas – Theatre
Alexa Elaine Turnbull – Studio Art
Isabella Emma Valencia – Theatre and Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Gabrielle Nicole Vega – Studio Art
Stacy Justine Walker – Theatre
Morgan Ariel Zoldak – Art History and Economics
Elle Marie Rain (CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Cameron Aaron Rapp (CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Ann Marie Raskin (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising
Christian Ray – Information Technology
Brandon Edward Rhea – Information Communication & Technology
Taylor Nicole Robbins – Information Communication & Technology
Shana Miranda Rosenthal (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Political Science
Jenny Estelle Ross (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production
Victoria Rosselli – Advertising and Studio Art
Robert Eduardo Sandkamp – Information Technology
Regina Maria Sanquintin (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Bryan S. Schwieterske – Information Technology
Eliza Elena Siems – Digital Media Production and Creative Writing
Elizabeth Grace Smith – Information Communication & Technology
Mason Smith – Information Technology
Shelby Register Smith – Media/Communication Studies
Tyler Edmund Smith (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production
Walter H. Smith – Public Relations
Donna Colleen Sothen – Information Technology
Leigh A. Stolarz (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Advertising
Nicholas George Szabo – Information Technology
Jameson Taylor Trettenero – Information Communication & Technology
Elaine Marie Villanueva – Advertising and Editing, Writing & Media
Joseph W. Viola – Media/Communication Studies
Keevin Walden, Jr. – Information Technology
Casey Amanda Walters – Information Communication & Technology
Maximillian Snow Waluk (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Information Technology
William John Ward – Information Communication & Technology
Damion Romario Watson – Information Technology
Collin Williams – Information Communication & Technology
Master of Arts
With Major In
Erika Symone Benton – Public Interest Media and Communication
Shih-Wen Kao – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Kellion Kay Diane Knibb – Media & Communication Studies
Ji Soo Lee – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Peiheng Li – Media & Communication Studies
Amy Elizabeth Pittman – Media & Communication Studies
Kiyyah L. Shelton – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Jiachen Xue – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Shiyu Zhang – Media & Communication Studies
Master of Science
With Major In
Laurel Beckley-Jackson – Information Technology

Tamara G. Blenkhorn – Information
Kyle Elaine Booth – Communication Science & Disorders
Lauren Nichole Burks – Information
Elizabeth Christine Capabianca – Information
Laurie Cartton – Information
Adam Edward Chalmers – Information
Gloria Cordova – Information
Alina Christiane Cramer – Information Technology
Quiana Nicole D’Errico – Information Technology
Charlette Antoinette Dauphin – Information
Maria Coffee Davis – Information Technology
Kim DeRonda – Information
Liyan Ding – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Jonathan Tsvi Fischer – Information Technology
Chereeka Garner – Information
Jamie Graveling – Information Studies
Hillary Rose Greenberg – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Aaron Louis Hoppensditt – Information
Stephen Harrison Hume – Information Technology
 Called Melissa Hutchison – Information
Omar Ismail – Information Technology
Fara Lynn Jacobson – Information
Jennifer Lyndsey Johnson – Information
Kelly Ann Jones – Information Studies
Jee Hoon Kim – Information Technology
Kevin E. Kling – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Yasmine Lee Ann La Salle – Information
Lisa Pilar Laboy – Information Studies
Hope Wilcox Lavender – Information Technology
Monica Lee Little – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Lauren Christine Llorca – Information
Erica L. Loiselle – Public Interest Media and Communication
Amanda D. Macon – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Alexander Jeffrey Macy – Information
Crystal Martin Mathews – Information
Joelis Matos – Information
Abby F. McGeathey – Information
Elizabeth W. McLendon – Information
Sophie Isabel Meridien – Information
Angela Minucci – Media & Communication Studies
Jason Mobley – Information Technology
Giadys Olivia Murray – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Kuan Ni – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
John Carroll O’Rea – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Jaclyn Kristina O’Rorke – Information
Steven Pencle – Information Technology
Rebecca Grace Railey – Information
Kaleda Lynn Rivera – Information
Jennifer Ann Sandt – Information Studies
Kendra Diane Scholz – Media & Communication Studies
Colleen Cave Shifflett – Information Technology
Jordan Nicole Simson – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Rachel Smart – Information Studies
Sang-a Sung – Information
Rebecca Lynn Taggart – Information
Destiny Arianna Thomas – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Alice Lashea Turner – Information Technology
Holly Vath Luzader – Information
Juancarlo Villatoro – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Ashley Nicole Wallace – Information
Christina Leigh Vickers – Social Science
Johnathan Keyshaan-Derric Vickers – Social Science
Ediri Janay Viegbesie – Social Science
Nathan Harmon Villa – Environment & Society
Matteo Mele – International Affairs
Alonna Elizabeth Vinson – Political Science
Emile Voloscenko (CU M LAUDE) – International Affairs
Natasha Elizabeth Walfall – International Affairs
Daniel Clayton Watson – Economics
Andrew Reid Weatherly – Economics
Nicole Brooke Weisman (CU M LAUDE) – International Affairs
Brian Austin Westergom (WITH HONORS) – Economics
Dempsey Rougier Wever – International Affairs
Harrison Andrew Whidden – Social Science
Abbigail White (Magna Cum Laude) – Environment & Society and Political Science
Frank Landan White – International Affairs
Jami Nicole White – Social Science
William Elle Kopper Whitt (CU M LAUDE) – Political Science and Editing, Writing & Media
Jilisa Breanna Wiggins – Sociology
Lauren Alysah Williams – Sociology
Eleanor Anne Winsmann – Social Science
Emalee Jewela Wolfe – Sociology
Alex Henry Wolfson – Environment & Society
Jordane Phillip Wong (Magna Cum Laude) – Political Science
Ellie Kathryn Woodford (Cum Laude) – Sociology
Zamaya Charlonia Nzinga Woodley – Social Science
Samantha Patricia Wuschke (Magna Cum Laude) – Political Science and Editing, Writing & Media
Alexa Marie Zamora – Political Science
Tyler Joseph Zuckerman – Sociology
Master of Arts
With Major In
Christopher A. Estilette – International Affairs
Matthew Alan House – Asian Studies
Chloe Belle Vamps – Asian Studies
Anna Wilkins – International Affairs
Master of Public Administration
With Major In
Taylor Austin Cheney – Public Administration
Katherine Goff – Public Administration
Jestin Arella Hawkins – Public Administration
Ashley Moniece Jackson – Public Administration
Brittany M. Johnson – Public Administration
Brooke Elizabeth Kincaid – Public Administration
Xianglin Liu – Public Administration
Kassandra Anais Mesa – Public Administration
Bryan Edward Mielke – Public Administration
Melissa Andrea Miranda – Public Administration
Juan Pablo Paz Archila – Public Administration
Cameron Alexander Pennant – Public Administration
Omur Sahin – Public Administration
Akhenaton A. Thomas – Public Administration
Sarah N. Tokumaru – Public Administration
Matthew Paul Vestfold – Public Administration
Juanita Dominique Williams – Public Administration
Chang Yi – Public Administration
Master of Public Health
With Major In
Sameerah Fareedah Aqiel – Public Health
Juan Diego Higuera – Public Health
Yanyang Jiang – Public Health
Sydney McLaren Lyda – Public Health
Melanie Morgan McAfee – Public Health
Alexis Margaret Patterson – Public Health
Daniel Robert Schafer – Public Health
Amy M. Thrift – Public Health
Madison Grace Ware – Public Health

Master of Science in Planning
With Major In
James Evan Barksdale – Geographic Information Science
Neha Deepak Bhalerao – Geographic Information Science
Stefan A. Blasing – International Affairs
Wade Hunter Burkley – Applied American Politics & Policy
Marielena Dias – Political Science
Rebecca Lyons Dobson – International Affairs
Amanda Catherine Ferraro – Applied Economics
Andrew Tomás Forst – Applied American Politics & Policy
Kimberly Rochelle Fruge – Political Science
Yolanda Teresita Gonzalez – International Affairs
Alexa Jean Hehl – Applied American Politics & Policy
Jordan Alexander Holsinger – Political Science
Emily Elizabeth Jackson – International Affairs
Kathleen Elizabeth Keenan – Applied American Politics & Policy
Deanna Carroll Kidd – International Affairs
Tyler David Lares – International Affairs
Luis Angel Leyva Poggi – International Affairs
Clinton Preston Lunn – Geographic Information Science
David Macdonald – Political Science
Kenneth Ryan Mackie – Political Science
Matthew Jay Medina – Political Science
Brian Frank Mudryk – Geographic Information Science
Iván Peña – International Affairs
Rut de los Angeles Perez Arbelaez – International Affairs
Gan Preamplume – Geographic Information Science
Sergio Puerto – International Affairs
Ryan James Rittenhouse – Geography
Richard J. Saunders – Political Science
Joshua J. Scriven – Political Science
David Slieeth II – International Affairs
Bethany Alexandra Smith – International Affairs
Jeffrey V. Swanson – Political Science
Courtney Nichelle Thomas – Applied American Politics & Policy
Nicholas Johnston Vanderberg – Applied American Politics & Policy
Sterling Lance Watson, Jr. – Applied American Politics & Policy
Stephanie Wertheimer – International Affairs
Michael Christopher Yost – Economics

Master of Science in Planning
With Major In
Isaac King Anderson – Urban & Regional Planning
Glennika Dominique Gordon – Urban & Regional Planning
Christopher Ibarra – Urban & Regional Planning
Jeremy Norsworthy – Urban & Regional Planning
Jenna Catherine Osbun – Urban & Regional Planning
Andrew James Williams – Urban & Regional Planning
COLLEGE OF LAW

Juris Doctor

Carl Joseph Agnone, Jr.
John E. Balbona
James Anthony Bax (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)
Curt Trevor Andrew Bender (CUM LAUDE)
Alexandra Julia Block
Stephen P. Butler
Yanyu Chen
Victoria Corley (CUM LAUDE)
Clayton Burke Culler (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)
Sean Michael Donahue
Georgia Denise Menezes Santos Evangelista
Julianne Marie Ference (CUM LAUDE)
Melina Elisabeth Garcia (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)
Katheryn Jasmine Goulfine (CUM LAUDE)
Brandon T. Holmes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)
Carson Kinnear Kern
Alexa K. Landreaux
Mallory Elizabeth McCarroll

Elizabeth Anne Medina (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)
Caitlin Anna Messinger (CUM LAUDE)
Carissa Xenia Miller
Alexandra Lorenzo Murphy
Deepal M. Patel
Victoria M. Pearce (CUM LAUDE)
Johana Quiantes (CUM LAUDE)
Guerline Rosemond
Bennett Bradley Secrest
Ashley Lauren Simington
Todd Carper Smith-Schoenwalder
Michael J. Speaker
David Standish (CUM LAUDE)
Maxwell Harrison Staep
Hillary Kathleen Tigerina
Conner Andrew Werner
Taylor Marie Winters (CUM LAUDE)
Kaitlynnie Mara Wilson
Daniel Harris Wolfe (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)
Margaret D. Younginer

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

James Sebastian Ahloy – Economics
B.S., Pennsylvania State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. John Hamman
“Essays on Corruption and Group Decision-Making”

Justine Amanda Gunderson – Sociology
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Anne E. Barrett
“Grandparenting Experiences: Variations in Grandparenting and Effects on Subjective Well-Being”

Xiaoli Guo – Political Science
LL.B., Renmin University of China
M.Law., Peking University
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Jens Grosser
“Examining Hometown Environments and University Experiences: A Qualitative Study of Gay Latino College Students’ Identity Challenges at Two Predominantly White Institutions”

Xiaoqi Guo – Political Science

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Bachelor of Science in Nursing
With Major In

Austin Afework – Nursing
Katelyn Helene Aiello – Nursing
Cassy Rein Alexandre – Nursing
Matthew Ryan Bailey – Nursing
Bailee Aysle Barrentine – Nursing
Anne Taliferro Barron – Nursing
Steven Christopher Behmke – Nursing
Lauren Anne Borg – Nursing
Guesline Farah Brutus – Nursing
Luby Marina Cabrera – Nursing
Connie Cardozee – Nursing
Hannah Sumner Causseaux – Nursing
Brandon Cherry – Nursing
Keybrias Coleman – Nursing
Corey Allen Cox – Nursing
Marissa A. Cunningham – Nursing
Sarah Jessica Eggnatz (WITH HONORS) – Nursing
Kelly Louise Fuller (WITH HONORS) – Nursing
Jennifer Drake Futch – Nursing
Krista Marie Hering – Nursing
George Coependor Sugg Johnson – Nursing
Lauren Patrice Maribona – Nursing
Brooke Ann McKeever – Nursing
Benjamin Adam Mock (WITH HONORS) – Nursing
Courtney Lynn Morenz – Nursing
Raqueal Eve Moya – Nursing
Savanna Alexandra Oliver – Nursing
Paula Natalia Peña – Nursing
Rebecca Christine Peterson – Nursing
Sydney Danielle Robbins – Nursing
Mallory Rose Rusinowski – Nursing
Leslie Samuels – Nursing
Lillian Sanchez – Nursing
Kendra Rhea Secrest – Nursing
Chelsea M. Severance – Nursing
Alexis N. Soyster – Nursing
Melanie Jeanne Yilmaz – Nursing

Master of Science in Nursing
With Major In

Tamra Stephens Giordano – Nurse Leader

Anthony James Abbott, Jr. – Accounting
Eric Steven Abbott – Finance and Real Estate
Bader Isam Abu Nabah – Management
Sarina Seema Ahmed (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Management Information Systems
Christian Alexander – Risk Management/Insurance
Trevor Joseph Allen – Professional Sales
Zachary David Ammon – Finance and Real Estate
Matthew Garrett Ballard – Hospitality Management
Ashley Breanne Beason – Business Administration
Kathryn Ann Becker – Marketing
Marshall James Bell – Finance and Actuarial Science
Robert A. Benincasa – Finance
Ashley Elizabeth Bishop – Accounting and Finance
Karim Elizabeth Bittong – Hospitality Management
Kenneth Franklin Bjellquist – Finance and Human Resource Management
Anthony William Blake (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Nicholas Taylor Bogart – Finance and Real Estate
Connor Joseph Bonello (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Taylor Christopher Bonello (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Alexander Devon Booker – Hospitality Management
Jackson Neal Bottomley (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Adam David Bowen – Real Estate
James Martin Boyd – Professional Golf Management
Powell Elizabeth Brammer – Finance
Jack Ross Brittain – Accounting
Zachary Krinsky Brown – Professional Golf Management
Natalie Lauren Burdick – Marketing
Andrew Patrick Byers (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Sport Management
Cristina Marie Cabrera (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Marketing
Troy David Calandra – Finance and Marketing
Samantha Marie Calderon – Management Information Systems
Kristyn Michel Calidonna – Business Administration
Arisa Shatai’ Camel – Marketing
Shawn Thomas Campbell – Marketing
David James Canestrale III – Marketing

COLLEGE OF NURSING

Bachelor of Science in Nursing
With Major In

Connor Joseph Bonello (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)
Austin Afework – Nursing
Katelyn Helene Aiello – Nursing
Cassy Rein Alexandre – Nursing
Matthew Ryan Bailey – Nursing
Bailee Aysle Barrentine – Nursing
Anne Taliferro Barron – Nursing
Steven Christopher Behmke – Nursing
Lauren Anne Borg – Nursing
Guesline Farah Brutus – Nursing
Luby Marina Cabrera – Nursing
Connie Cardozee – Nursing
Hannah Sumner Causseaux – Nursing
Brandon Cherry – Nursing
Keybrias Coleman – Nursing
Corey Allen Cox – Nursing
Marissa A. Cunningham – Nursing
Sarah Jessica Eggnatz (WITH HONORS) – Nursing
Kelly Louise Fuller (WITH HONORS) – Nursing
Jennifer Drake Futch – Nursing
Krista Marie Hering – Nursing
George Coependor Sugg Johnson – Nursing
Lauren Patrice Maribona – Nursing
Brooke Ann McKeever – Nursing
Benjamin Adam Mock (WITH HONORS) – Nursing
Courtney Lynn Morenz – Nursing
Raqueal Eve Moya – Nursing
Savanna Alexandra Oliver – Nursing
Paula Natalia Peña – Nursing
Rebecca Christine Peterson – Nursing
Sydney Danielle Robbins – Nursing
Mallory Rose Rusinowski – Nursing
Leslie Samuels – Nursing
Lillian Sanchez – Nursing
Kendra Rhea Secrest – Nursing
Chelsea M. Severance – Nursing
Alexis N. Soyster – Nursing
Melanie Jeanne Yilmaz – Nursing

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Anthony James Abbott, Jr. – Accounting
Eric Steven Abbott – Finance and Real Estate
Bader Isam Abu Nabah – Management
Sarina Seema Ahmed (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Management Information Systems
Christian Alexander – Risk Management/Insurance
Trevor Joseph Allen – Professional Sales
Zachary David Ammon – Finance and Real Estate
Matthew Garrett Ballard – Hospitality Management
Ashley Breanne Beason – Business Administration
Kathryn Ann Becker – Marketing
Marshall James Bell – Finance and Actuarial Science
Robert A. Benincasa – Finance
Ashley Elizabeth Bishop – Accounting and Finance
Karim Elizabeth Bittong – Hospitality Management
Kenneth Franklin Bjellquist – Finance and Human Resource Management
Anthony William Blake (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Nicholas Taylor Bogart – Finance and Real Estate
Connor Joseph Bonello (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Taylor Christopher Bonello (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Alexander Devon Booker – Hospitality Management
Jackson Neal Bottomley (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Adam David Bowen – Real Estate
James Martin Boyd – Professional Golf Management
Powell Elizabeth Brammer – Finance
Jack Ross Brittain – Accounting
Zachary Krinsky Brown – Professional Golf Management
Natalie Lauren Burdick – Marketing
Andrew Patrick Byers (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Sport Management
Cristina Marie Cabrera (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Marketing
Troy David Calandra – Finance and Marketing
Samantha Marie Calderon – Management Information Systems
Kristyn Michel Calidonna – Business Administration
Arisa Shatai’ Camel – Marketing
Shawn Thomas Campbell – Marketing
David James Canestrale III – Marketing
Nicole Keely Cook – Accounting
Arturo Jose Corces (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Chinese Language & Culture
Abigail Leigh Cornelius – Marketing
James Mitchener Covington, Jr. – Management
Cody Tyler Cowen – Professional Sales
Valarie LaShawn Davis – Business Administration
John Roman DeCrisci – Hospitality Management
Zachary James Del Pup (CUM LAUDE) – Management
Ryan Michael Denis – Marketing
Ben DePalmo – Finance
Ryan Joseph DeFruso – Real Estate and Finance
Shannon Rose DeSilvia (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Hunter Troy Dewitt – Risk Management/Insurance and Real Estate
Raymond Donnelly – Hospitality Management
Alana Donovan (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Peyton Dowd – Finance and Real Estate
William Balcke Denton Dowell II – Finance
Matthew Alexander Dreiling – Hospitality Management
Ally Ann Dunstan (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Kaci E. Durham – Business Administration
Sam Eckstein – Marketing and Real Estate
Sam Eckstein – Management
William Peter Edmunds – Marketing
William Briggs Ellison (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Kevin Ellis Fallon – Hospitality Management
Jordan Chase Famerie – Professional Sales
Christopher Rowis Ferruer, Jr. – Finance
Matthew Thomas Finn – Marketing and Sport Management
Gabriela De Castro Fontana – Management and Hospitality Management
Damian Vincs – Accounting
Gillian Barrows Forrester – Marketing
Derek Garber (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Chad Alan Garcia (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Jack Joel Garcia – Finance
Philip Maxwell Garrett – Management
Maxten L. Geckler (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Ayele James Thomas Gibson – Finance
Bryce James Gilliland – Finance
Melanie Gimino – Risk Management/Insurance
Jorge Ignacio Giraud – Finance
Alexandra Therese Goffe – Professional Sales
Michael Thomas Goins, Jr. – Professional Golf Management
Juan Felipe Gomez – Management and Sport Management
Isabella Alessandra Gomez Dorati – Finance and Management
Ryan Noah Gordon – Management Information Systems
Marcia Elizabeth Grabarczyk – Human Resource Management
Alejandro James Graddon – Accounting
Rachel Therese Graham – Hospitality Management
Justin Daniel Greenberg – Marketing and Management
David L. Hackney – Business Administration
David L. Hackney – Accounting
Hayden Alexander Hall – Real Estate and Management
Ryan Samuel Hall (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Christopher Wahib Hamamneh – Finance and Marketing
Sierra Jordan Hamlin – Human Resource Management
Jordan Alexander Harcombe (CUM LAUDE) – Management
Christopher Scot Hardcastle – Accounting
Heather Michelle Harkavy – Marketing
Samuel Baxter Harrison (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Clayton Julius Hasko (CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management/Insurance and Real Estate
Sean Michael Hatch – Marketing
Austin James Haugen – Finance and Economics
Heather Briann Hendricks – Finance
Victoria Taylor Hendricks – Marketing
Sean M. Hennessy – Management
Shane Douglas Henron – Professional Golf Management
Bryan Hernandez – Management Information Systems
Victoria Elena Hernandez (CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management/Insurance and Management
Leigh Anna Herndon – Real Estate
Nicole Marie Hoffmann – Finance
Kendall Leigh Hogan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Marketing
Natalie Kristen Hoover (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Diego Fernando Hormiga – Management and Real Estate
Nicholas Timothy Horn – Accounting
Sharonda Foy Howard – Accounting
Jane Ann Howerton – Accounting
Pamela Hoyos (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Taylor Nicole Hutchings – Marketing
Casey Hyde – Finance and Real Estate
Eteme Gineasy Ikpeinyang – Finance and Accounting
Robert Michael Irwin – Hospitality Management
Melissa Suzanne Ivler – Accounting
Kaylin Eden Jackman – Real Estate
James Allan Jackson – Entrepreneurship and Real Estate
Destini Cynoria James-Johnson – Accounting
Kyle Stephen Jones – Management
Kenza Kadiari Hassan – Finance
Kenza Kadiari Hassan – Professional Sales
Alex Kaplan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Dario Anthony Kaplan – Finance
Steve Barrington Kerr – Management and Retail Management
Alexus Lee Elisabeth Kimmey – Accounting
Alexus Lee Elisabeth Kimmey – Finance
Jake Anders Kirkmann – Finance
Alex Presley Kitsoos – Management
Emma Wilhelmina Kivisto (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Jillian Marie Komskis – Risk Management/Insurance
Chad Joseph Kondzich (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Jacob R. Koppelman – Finance
Dalton Timothy Korpar – Hospitality Management
Kali Elyse Krebs (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management/Insurance and Human Resource Management
Myles Andrew Kublin – Finance and Entrepreneurship
Danielle Aisha Lank – Accounting
Lan Lan – Marketing
Stefanie Hanna Langenbahn (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Marketing
Joseph Carl Langford, Jr. – Finance and Political Science
Jarred Lawton Lanier – Risk Management/Insurance
Lindsey Anne Lanier White – Marketing
William Garrett Larkin – Finance and Real Estate
Brynette Lourdes Larranaga – Marketing and Professional Sales
Joshua Andrew Lau – Finance
Kathryn Elizabeth Laycock – Marketing
Sharon Anna Lee – Accounting
Julian Leon – Finance and Environmental Science & Policy
Kevin Daniel Leto – Hospitality Management
Courtney Marie Levitz – Accounting
Alicia Rene Lewis – Real Estate
Kirby E. Lewis (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Management Information Systems
John Anthony Lieb – Finance
James Patrick Linden – Finance and Accounting
Chyler John Lingo – Marketing
Jazmin Lizardo – Finance
Jillian Marie Luceford – Finance
Michael Daniel Macgregor – Finance
Casey Anne Mancuso – Finance and Real Estate
Samantha Ann Manning – Finance
J. Cole Patrick Markey – Finance
Christian Anthony Martinez (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Katherine Rose Mase – Marketing and Psychology
Andrew Michael Massie – Risk Management/Insurance
Michael Andrew McAllister, Jr. – Finance and Risk Management/Insurance
Kyra Rose McAuliffe – Professional Sales
Morgan Danielle McCarry – Human Resource Management
John Patrick McDaniel – Risk Management/Insurance
Meaghan Alexandra McDonald (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Management
Lloyd Sean McGeegan – Finance
Shelly Monique Meerheim – Finance
Jennifer Menjivar – Finance and Hospitality Management
Justin Keith Meritt (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems
Andrew Ryan Michols – Finance and Real Estate
Symone Diane Oginnial Mivel – Marketing
Madison Hope Miller (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems
Shane Philip Miller – Global Club Management
Nyasia Alyssa Minaya – Marketing
Kaitlyn Erin Mitchell – Entrepreneurship
Maria Camila Montano – Accounting
Felipe Montoya Gomez – Management and Finance
Colby Alexander Monus – Finance
Ivan Andre Moreno – Marketing and Management
Chad Anson Morris – Accounting
Conner John Morrison (CUM LAUDE) – Management and Criminology
Nicholas Troy Mougey – Real Estate
David Nicolas Muñiz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Connor James Murphy – Accounting and Finance
Clara Meredith Napieralksi (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Trevor Avery Nichols – Accounting
Scott Alexander Nickell – Professional Sales
Stephania Novembre – Finance
George Francis Novey Barranco – Management and Marketing
Cassidy Rae O’Connell – Marketing
Riley Patrick O’Halloran (CUM LAUDE) – Management and Marketing
Samantha Nicole Oppy – Hospitality Management
Francisco Jesus Ortega – Marketing
Bailey Katherine Paine – Accounting
Matthew A. Palacio – Management and Marketing
Bethany Elaine Parnell – Hospitality Management
Christopher Michael Passeggiata – Real Estate
Alexandra Belle Passoff – Management Information Systems
Sean A. Peralta – Management Information Systems
Ariella Melissa Perez – Accounting
Danielle Peterson – Risk Management/Insurance
Bianca Marie Philippe – Hospitality Management
Nicolas Julian Pichardo – Finance
Dalton Pike – Accounting
Dalton Pike – Finance
Zachary John Polito – Entrepreneurship and Professional Sales
Zachary John Polito – Finance
Valeria Ponce de Leon – Marketing
Olivia Ponrick (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and International Affairs
Alison L. Popham – Retail Management
Juan Camilo Posada (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Juan Camilo Posada (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Katelin Elizabeth Praizner – Marketing
Victor Alexander Rahner – Hospitality Management
Victor Alexander Rahner – Finance
Kaitlin Taylor Reome (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Kaitlin Taylor Reome (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Edwards Andris Repins – Finance and Marketing
Jacob Angel Rice – Finance
Ramon Dominic Richards – Accounting
Austen Timlin Richardson – Marketing
Luis Ricardo Rivadeirena – Management and Marketing
Tyler Jeffery Roberts – Entrepreneurship and Marketing
Mathew Murray Rodriguez – Marketing
Yahira Rodriguez – Hospitality Management and Marketing
Nicole Marie Rodriguez-Perez (WITH HONORS) – Finance
Jennifer Christine Rogers (CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management/Insurance
Samuel Jacob Rosen – Accounting and Finance
Janise Bethia Brione Russ – Business Administration
Skyler Ellen Russell – Finance
Jessica Rene Russo – Accounting
Zackary Allen Rutledge (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Marilene Elizabeth Ruttenbur – Human Resource Management
John Sacoone – Finance
Savannah Rose Saeger – Management Information Systems
Cassandra Shannon – Finance
Jose Javier Salinas Zepeda (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management/Insurance and Finance
Christina Elizabeth Sampieri – Accounting
Pedro Felipe Sanchez – Management and Management Information Systems
Victoria Del Carmen Sanchez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Kathy Lynn Sanders – Accounting
Blake Michael Sandler – Finance
Ashley D. Saunders – Accounting
Leon Saunders – Finance
Bradley Burt Scaboro – Finance
Daniela Schippers (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Mercedes Schmitt-Gregorio – Management
Tyler James Schmucker – Accounting
Anna Virginia Schoubert (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Tucker Ryan Schwarz – Marketing
Robert Connor Scott – Finance and Professional Sales
Aldair Scov Seac – Finance
Amir Sedaghat-Pisheh – Finance
Brandon Carson Sellers – Risk Management/Insurance
Steven Jennner Shaaber – Risk Management/Insurance
Justin Hunter Shaw – Finance
Jessica Marie Shields – Business Administration
Timothy Wayne Shields – Accounting and Finance
Andres Sidelnik – Management
Samuel Siegel – Accounting and Finance
Adam Daniel Silverstein (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Sharin Singh – Finance and Economics
Kevin Christopher Snively (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Kevin Christopher Snively (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Nicholas Michael Snyder – Finance
Anna Elizabeth Solari – Hospitality Management
Tyler John Southard – Professional Sales
William Isaac Spier – Management Information Systems
Zach Andre Spooner (CUM LAUDE) – Management
Xavier F. Stickney – Finance
Kevin Michael Stokes – Management
Kevin Michael Stokes – Professional Sales
Katherine Grace Stringfield – Marketing
Denver Joe Stuttler III (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Melissa Sullivan – Marketing
David Dominic Swanberg – Marketing
Mihaly Mike Szalateki III – Finance and Marketing
Molly Margaret Szymanski – Hospitality Management
Charles Spencer Talbot – Risk Management/Insurance
Monica Terrero – Hospitality Management
Brian Terry – Accounting
Sandra Brooke Thomas (CUM LAUDE) – Management
Stephen Carl Thomas – Professional Sales
Christian Ryan Tomberlin – Accounting and Finance
Kevin Michael Underthun – Entrepreneurship and Marketing
Rey Jesus Urquiola – Marketing
Jacqueline Sherryl Vadney – Marketing and Real Estate
Manuel Antonio Vallarino Pousa (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Sebastian Vanegas – Finance
William Cody Vasquez – Accounting and Management Information Systems
Annette Marie Vergara – Management Information Systems
Arthur Vieira De Barros – Finance
Mario Adolfo Vlieg Ibanez – Finance and Risk Management/Insurance
Matthew Volmert (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Shelby Nicole Walters (CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management/Insurance
Christopher Ray Warren – Accounting
Raphael Lynn Warren (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Nicholas Scott Wegscheid – Real Estate
Moriel Avi Weiner – Finance
Savannah Lynn Weller – Hospitality Management
Jordan Lawrence Whalen – Finance
Nicholas Blanton Wheeler – Real Estate
Talisa Williams – Management
Tyisha Williams – Management
Makenzie Rachael Wirth (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Samuel Dale Woodring – Marketing
Carson Jeffrey Wright – Professional Sales
Diana Yau Li – Hospitality Management
Angela Herbert Young – Accounting
Jesse Ray Young (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Jose Manuel Zambrano – Finance and Management
Mardo Aurelio Zannier Trejo – Finance
Master of Accounting
With Major In
Hayley Winn Adamson – Accounting-Generalist
Yushan Chen – Assurance and Advisory Services
Ryan Cleveland – Taxation
Jessica Ann Coates – Assurance and Advisory Services
Wade Connor Engeland – Accounting Information Systems
Brent William Harden – Assurance and Advisory Services
Jesse Antonio Piorro – Assurance and Advisory Services
Alexandra Marie Revel – Assurance and Advisory Services
Garrett Austin Scott – Assurance and Advisory Services
Mikaela Lace Spivey – Assurance and Advisory Services
Joseph Michael Yuhas, Jr. – Taxation
Qian Zhang – Taxation

Master of Business Administration
With Major In

Deshawn Dawwayne Byrd – Business Administration
Jessica Lynn Calvin – Business Administration
Christopher Peter Canavan – Business Administration
Maria Bermudez Caspary – Business Administration
Natalie Ruth Chambers – Hospitality & Tourism Management
John David Cook – Business Administration
Clayton Burke Culley – Business Administration
Abram B. Dale – Business Administration
Benjamin Elliott Farnham – Business Administration
Zsuzsanna Zsofia Fodor – Business Administration
L. Shuntel Fuller – Hospitality & Tourism Management
Eric Laine Gow – Business Administration
Scot Taylor Hauser – Hospitality & Tourism Management
Peter Ryan Kaplan – Business Administration
Susan Leitholf – Business Administration
Christian Vincent Luckwalt – Hospitality & Tourism Management
Christopher Daniel Lynn, Sr. – Business Administration
Heather Rodarmer Lynn – Business Administration
Neha Mantri – Business Administration
Christopher Robert Murray – Business Administration
Christopher Franklin O’Kelley – Business Administration
Patrick S. Parsons – Business Administration
Richard Thomas Passett – Business Administration
Nathan John Payne – Business Administration
Sarah Rachel Polo – Business Administration
Michelle L. Prausa – Business Administration
Candace A. Rochester – Business Administration
Alex Robert Saar – Business Administration
Bennett Bradley Secrest – Business Administration
Christopher Sherman – Business Administration
Kimberly Pickett Shoaf – Hospitality & Tourism Management
Phillip Ford Sley – Business Administration
Maxwell Harrison Stape – Business Administration
David Michael Steele – Hospitality & Tourism Management
Vanessa Velasquez Guerrero – Business Administration
Daniel Joseph Vermette – Business Administration
Christopher Kirk Walker – Business Administration
Dallas Mathew Watson, Jr. – Hospitality & Tourism Management
David Bentley Wellington – Business Administration
Tasha LaNay West – Business Administration
Michael Alan Willett – Business Administration

Master of Science
With Major In

Chelsea Lee Collins – Management Information Systems

Stephen Michael Glynn – Management Information Systems
Wanqing He – Marketing
Parisa Honari – Marketing
Ziyi Jie – Marketing
Nasim Kaheh – Marketing
Naixin Kang – Marketing
Sohini Ramesh Lala – Management Information Systems
Fang Liu – Marketing
Jingchao Liu – Marketing
Yang Min – Marketing
Anne Melashenko Niebach – Management Information Systems
Jinhuu Ren – Marketing
Amanda Raquel Rodriguez – Marketing
Stacey Nelson Romano – Management Information Systems
Veronica Elsa Vasquez – Management Information Systems
Casee Suzanne Walley – Risk Management
Chenyu Wang – Marketing
Heran Wang – Marketing
Yiting Wang – Marketing

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

E. Tice Sirmans – Risk Management & Insurance

B.S., University of Utah
Major Professor: Dr. Patricia Born Schrieber

“The Role of Asymmetric Information in the U.S. Health Insurance Market”

COLLEGE OF CRIMINOLOGY
AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Ashley Jessica Adams-Jack – Criminology and Japanese Language & Culture and Psychology
Walvenski Hogarth Aime – Criminology
Jonathan Kevin Aleem – Criminology
Grayson Michael Alonso – Criminology
Manuel Augustus Alvarez – Criminology
Darian Lynnette Appleton – Criminology and Psychology
Marques Ashawnte Barthelemy – Criminology
Christopher Robin Barton – Criminology
Ricardo Luis Bates – Criminology and International Affairs
Danielle Caridad Battle – Criminology
Whitney Leigh Bean – Criminology
Jake D. Beaty (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Laneke Richandna Bennett – Criminology
Zachary Aaron Berlingham – Criminology
Ryan Robert Biggane – Criminology
Shelby Kaylan Blankenship (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Trevor Jeffrey Bowman – Criminology
John Joseph Brady – Computer Criminology - Criminology
Quantesia LeShia Joyce Brown – Criminology

Courtney Lauren Bullock (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Austin Dean Burk – Criminology
Zachary Tyler Burnette – Criminology
Bria Christiana Burt – Criminology
Richard J. Caron II – Criminology and Psychology
Gregory Anthony Castelli – Criminology
Terrell Deshawn Charles – Criminology
William Thomas Chipain – Criminology
Ja’Coreyah Lileyah Clayton – Criminology and Sociology
Walter Thomas Copeland III – Criminology
Michelle Lynn Crumpler – Criminology
Drake Andrew Dalton – Criminology
J. Rillan Daniel Dasalla (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Rebekah Nicole Dashler – Criminology
Jon Teria Lynette Davis – Criminology
Richard William De La Cruz II – Criminology
Larissa Leann De La Rosa – Criminology
Jose Yuliiano Diaz – Criminology
Michael Andrew Diah – Criminology
Raquel-Lynn Olivia Diaz – Criminology
Wesley Bryan Dixon (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Christopher Dean Donisi – Criminology and Middle Eastern Studies
Robert Joseph Dorn III – Criminology
Kewaan K. Drayton (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Jacqueyn Ariel Duffy – Criminology
Zachary Edward Eason – Criminology
Kevin Christopher Ecker – Criminology
Carly Marie Elvers – Criminology
Carinna Michele Estevez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Alicia Evans – Criminology
Garrison Tony Farlin – Criminology
Adam Nicholas Faulkner (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Computer Science
Carolina Feliciano (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and International Affairs
Mitchell Alexander Felton – Criminology
Mitchell David Fernbach – Criminology
Melissa Fiallo – Criminology
Melissa Garcia – Criminology
Rochelle Gates – Criminology
Jacqueline Gomez – Criminology
David Antonio Gonzalez – Criminology
Takara Lashawn Gordon – Computer Criminology - Criminology
Joshua Lee Gray – Computer Criminology - Criminology
Tyler E. Griffiths – Criminology
Corey Alan Hagenbeck – Criminology
Niles Estes Hall, Jr. – Criminology
Cydney Halpern – Criminology
Celiena Diane Hart – Criminology
Chicara Trenae Hears – Criminology
Sarah Heldner – Criminology and Psychology
Brian Sharon Hernandez – Criminology
Amelia Lee Hershman – Criminology
Charles Benton Hills – Criminology
Victoria Scarlett Hines – Criminology
Austin Todd Hoffman – Criminology
Niara Tiauana Houston – Criminology
Kelsey Morgan Iannello – Criminology
Chardia Johnson – Criminology
Emily Anne Johnson – Criminology and Psychology
Sidney Kane Johnson – Criminology
Trevor Austin Johnson – Criminology
Wilson Alexander Joiner – Criminology
Brittany Kato – Criminology
Peter Byungjun Kim – Criminology
Guho Kwon – Criminology
Jillian Nicole Lilly – Criminology
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Master of Science
With Major In

Akia-Maria J. Austin – Criminal Justice Studies
Colin L. Blake – Criminology
Cynthia Kay Brunson-Swier – Criminal Justice Studies
Christopher M. Cardwell – Criminal Justice Studies
Brian Keith Carpenter – Criminal Justice Studies
Jeffery Clifton Clark – Criminal Justice Studies
Christine Camille Creary – Criminal Justice Studies
Lisa Ann Deleon – Criminal Justice Studies
Michael Seth Filipponi – Criminal Justice Studies
Jason Marc Gianalana – Criminal Justice Studies
Brian J. Hayes – Criminal Justice Studies
Carolyn A. King – Criminal Justice Studies
Janelle Marie King – Criminal Justice Studies
Michelle R. Lee-Armet – Criminal Justice Studies
Eric Michael Leith – Criminal Justice Studies
Wan-Jou Lin – Criminal Justice Studies
Benjamin James Lozowski – Criminal Justice Studies
Emily Rose Mahoney – Criminal Justice Studies
Ronald Wayne McMullen – Criminal Justice Studies
Wesley McCoy Myers – Criminology
Ferlisha Lynell Rountree – Criminal Justice Studies
Joshua Alexander Russell – Criminal Justice Studies
Taylor Rae Smith – Criminal Justice Studies
Joshua James Stockdale – Criminal Justice Studies
Benjamin Daniel Thomas – Criminal Justice Studies
Tiffany Anne Wiggins – Criminal Justice Studies
James Alen West, Jr. – Criminal Justice Studies

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Heather Marie Zurbug – Criminology
M.S., University of Florida
Major Professor: Dr. William Bales
“The Effect of Occupational Prestige on Institutional Misconduct, Post-Prison Employment, and Recidivism”

Morgan Arthur Locke – Criminoology
Shayna Paige Lopez-Rivas – Criminoology and Sociology

Hannah Beth Lynch – Criminology
Thomas Edward Lynch – Criminology
Robert Anthony Magliacano – Criminology
Kyle James Magner – Criminology
Justin Russell Markovic – Criminology
Jaime Renee Martin (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Kuisman Mazariagos – Criminology
Matthew Scott McCartney – Criminology
Michael Mitchell McGahey-Mulholand – Criminology
Claude-Allan Milhomme – Criminology
Dustin Moore – Criminology
Garrity Lyen Roberts – Criminology
Regina Latrice Morrison – Criminology
Aubree Denise Muehlberger – Criminology and Psychology
Mikahir Narcisse-Alexandre – Computer Criminology - Criminology
Stephanie Anne Nee – Criminology
Joshua Thomas Nickchen – Criminology
Oleg Novoselsky – Criminology
Brandon Jair Orozco – Criminology
Michael Thomas Peltz – Criminology
Enrique Javier Perez – Criminology
Eric Daniel Po – Criminology and Political Science
Tanner James Pray – Criminology and Sport Management
Vanessa Quiceno Franco – Criminology
Megan Kaye Ray (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Austin Scott Reinhardt – Criminology
Juan Antonio Reyes III – Criminology
Willie Frank Reynolds, Jr. – Criminology
Michael William Richards – Criminology
Brittany Lynn Roberts – Criminology
Michele Denise Robinson – Criminology
Zulema Rodriguez – Criminology
Luis Miguel Rondon – Criminology
Brook Alexander Ruble – Criminology
Shanice Amanda Salkey – Criminology
Chase Jeffrey Sanderson – Criminology
Ryan Matthew Sands-Madden – Criminology
Julian Andres Santiago – Criminology
Mavin Evan Saunders – Criminology
Brittney Lynn Seals-Johnson – Criminology
Andrew Timothy Studint – Criminology
Katie Marie Siciliano (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Jonathan Watson Simmons – Criminology
Tawhauacia Lacovia Sims – Criminology
James Benjamin Smart – Criminology
Quinton Ray Snyder – Criminology
Jordan Alexandra Steinmetz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and International Affairs
Robert Francis Stout II – Criminology
Caitlin Emily Tabor – Criminology
Alyssa Renee Trapani – Criminology
Stone Treadwell – Criminology
Jonathan Dominic Vangeli – Criminology
Tamara Renee Vea – Criminology
Nhat Anh Hoang Vo – Criminology
Ashley Kirby Webb – Criminology
Jordan M. Whitford – Criminology
Caroline Whittington – Criminology
Andrew Shuntavius Wiggins – Criminology
Cole Andrew Willenborg – Criminology and Sport Management
Amanda Nicole Winterstein – Criminology and Psychology
Tiffany Anne Wolgast – Criminology

Master of Social Work
With Major In

Andreas Emmanuel Balasis (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Molly Katherine Burke (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Nicholas Allen Cahill (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Colleen Roberts Chatfield (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Kimberly Laverne Clarke – Social Work

Caitlin Renee Dilley (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Debbie Wendy Duplessy – Social Work
Noelle Maria Fynt – Social Work
Briona Jeannette Goodman – Social Work
Brittanie Nichole Hay – Social Work
Cameo Summer Holmes – Social Work
Temperance Mariah Jones Kozlow (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Lily Marie Kallenberger (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Alexandria April Padgett – Social Work
Sydney Rebecca Posey – Social Work
Maicie Ellis Julius Ramirez – Social Work
Claire Marie Riehlung – Social Work
Taylor Nicole Russell (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Renelle Williams (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work

Master of Social Work
With Major In

Addie C. Adkison – Social Work
Sara Melissa Alicantu Aetonu – Social Work
Jennifer Lynette Butler Agama – Social Work
Micah Perry Arfons – Social Work
Kelsey McAlpine Barker – Social Work
Mary Ellen Bishop – Social Work
Katherine Grace Bourgeois – Social Work
Elizabeth F. Butterworth – Social Work
James Chandler Coggins II – Social Work
Heidi Collier Cook – Social Work
Christine Camille Creary – Social Work
Haley Rae Davis – Social Work
Princess Monique Davis – Social Work
Immanuel Arun Dhanarajan – Social Work
Tiffany Nicole Dixon – Social Work
Siobhan M. Douglas – Social Work
Jordan Amber Drake – Social Work
Brandi Tashiana Durkins – Social Work
Cheryl Renee Durham – Social Work
Anthony Terry Gatlin – Social Work
Ashlee Denisha Allen Harris – Social Work
Jana Kristine Heiser – Social Work
Adina Brene Isherwood – Social Work
Ashley Moniece Jackson – Social Work
Brittany M. Johnson – Social Work
Ashley Marie Kerner – Social Work
Natalie Kline – Social Work
Camille Elizabeth Layton – Social Work
Elizabeth Harris Lolley – Social Work
Kassandra Anais Mesa – Social Work
Melanie L. Meyer – Social Work
Santevia LaWanda Moore – Social Work
Madalaine C. Morrow – Social Work
A'Laina Sommer Newbold – Social Work
Faith Escanilla Panganiban – Social Work
Melanie Anne Pasciuta – Social Work
Brenda Lisa Petersen – Social Work
Natalie Reeder – Social Work
Lia Susanna Rodriguez – Social Work
DeMarrio DiAunte’ Rucker – Social Work
Rachel Deanna Shepard – Social Work
Jamie Lee Simpkins – Social Work
Julie Ann Stevenson Kelly – Social Work
Sally Anna Stilwell – Social Work
Joseph Robert Swisher – Social Work
Charlene A. Tillman – Social Work
Raynell Jarnett Tillman – Social Work
Kate Brady Walker – Social Work
Ebony L. Williams – Social Work

COLLEGE OF SOCIAL WORK

Bachelor of Social Work
With Major In

Andrews Emmanuel Balasis (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Molly Katherine Burke (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Nicholas Allen Cahill (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Colleen Roberts Chatfield (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Kimberly Laverne Clarke – Social Work

Debbie Wendy Duplessy – Social Work
Noelle Maria Fynt – Social Work
Briona Jeannette Goodman – Social Work
Brittanie Nichole Hay – Social Work
Cameo Summer Holmes – Social Work
Temperance Mariah Jones Kozlow (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Lily Marie Kallenberger (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Alexandria April Padgett – Social Work
Sydney Rebecca Posey – Social Work
Maicie Ellis Julius Ramirez – Social Work
Claire Marie Riehlung – Social Work
Taylor Nicole Russell (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Renelle Williams (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work

Master of Social Work
With Major In

Addie C. Adkison – Social Work
Sara Melissa Alicantu Aetonu – Social Work
Jennifer Lynette Butler Agama – Social Work
Micah Perry Arfons – Social Work
Kelsey McAlpine Barker – Social Work
Mary Ellen Bishop – Social Work
Katherine Grace Bourgeois – Social Work
Elizabeth F. Butterworth – Social Work
James Chandler Coggins II – Social Work
Heidi Collier Cook – Social Work
Christine Camille Creary – Social Work
Haley Rae Davis – Social Work
Princess Monique Davis – Social Work
Immanuel Arun Dhanarajan – Social Work
Tiffany Nicole Dixon – Social Work
Siobhan M. Douglas – Social Work
Jordan Amber Drake – Social Work
Brandi Tashiana Durkins – Social Work
Cheryl Renee Durham – Social Work
Anthony Terry Gatlin – Social Work
Ashlee Denisha Allen Harris – Social Work
Jana Kristine Heiser – Social Work
Adina Brene Isherwood – Social Work
Ashley Moniece Jackson – Social Work
Brittany M. Johnson – Social Work
Ashley Marie Kerner – Social Work
Natalie Kline – Social Work
Camille Elizabeth Layton – Social Work
Elizabeth Harris Lolley – Social Work
Kassandra Anais Mesa – Social Work
Melanie L. Meyer – Social Work
Santevia LaWanda Moore – Social Work
Madalaine C. Morrow – Social Work
A’Laina Sommer Newbold – Social Work
Faith Escanilla Panganiban – Social Work
Melanie Anne Pasciuta – Social Work
Brenda Lisa Petersen – Social Work
Natalie Reeder – Social Work
Lia Susanna Rodriguez – Social Work
DeMarrio DiAunte’ Rucker – Social Work
Rachel Deanna Shepard – Social Work
Jamie Lee Simpkins – Social Work
Julie Ann Stevenson Kelly – Social Work
Sally Anna Stilwell – Social Work
Joseph Robert Swisher – Social Work
Charlene A. Tillman – Social Work
Raynell Jarnett Tillman – Social Work
Kate Brady Walker – Social Work
Ebony L. Williams – Social Work
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COLLEGE OF MUSIC
Bachelor of Arts With Major In
Kaci M. Alfonso – Music - Liberal Arts
Lauren Alexandra Barreiro – Music - Liberal Arts
Michèle Joye Barrington – Music - Liberal Arts
Emma Riley Gibson (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Music
Brian Kenneth LaBrec – Music - Liberal Arts
Zachary Alan Kessler – Music - Liberal Arts
Jamie Seidman McDonnell – Music - Liberal Arts
Elea Shea Anders McLaughlin (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts
Gwen Nicole Schajatovic (CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts
Javier Soltero-Brown – Commercial Music
Samantha Nicole Zinkin – Music - Liberal Arts

Bachelor of Music With Major In
Carly Jewel Green – Music Therapy
Alexandria Leonette Harrington (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy
Chloe Ann Hill (CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy
Aaron Michael Jacobs – Music Theatre - Music
Michelle Hyerin Kim (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy
Sarah Dong Ma (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy and Psychology
Luis Emmanuel Rosado-Bermudez – Guitar Performance
Justin Michael White – Music Composition
Kyle David Willard (CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy

Bachelor of Music Education With Major In
AnnMarie Abraham (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Instrumental Music Education
Audrey Yvonne Allgood – Instrumental Music Education
Mark Andrew Bocarro – Instrumental Music Education
Navilla Aalilay Burns (CUM LAUDE) – Instrumental Music Education
Stuart Cody Campbell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Instrumental Music Education
Sidney Valentine Clarke-Lequerique (CUM LAUDE) – Choral Music Education
Kelli Marie Doyle (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Choral Music Education
Julia Yvonne Dubsky – Music Education
Naveed Bahrayni Easton (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Choral Music Education
John Cullen Gudz – Instrumental Music Education
Halle Renee Hoskins (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Choral Music Education
Lorrelle Milagros Jock – Choral Music Education
Caitlin Leila Kelley (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Choral Music Education
Nicholas D. Lewis – Instrumental Music Education

Daniel David Lootens (CUM LAUDE) – Choral Music Education
Caroline Elizabeth Miller (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Instrumental Music Education
Jeffrey Michael Morgan, Jr. (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music Education and Classical Civilizations
Christian Michael Nyman – Choral Music Education
Christopher Jahrens Phelps (CUM LAUDE) – Instrumental Music Education and Brass Performance
Raneen John Steir – Choral Music Education
Bridge Renee Shannon – Choral Music Education
Marlyn Sosa (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Choral Music Education
Alyssa Nicole Taylor (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Instrumental Music Education
Donald Carson Thames (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Choral Music Education

Master of Music
With Major In
Kenneth John Meyer, Jr. – Music Therapy
Holly Bugg Riley – Musicology
Corinne Scalica Watkins – Music Therapy

Master of Music Education With Major In
Tyler A. Boyle – Music Education
Elizabeth Cid Calabrese – Music Education
John Joseph Dunn III – Music Education
Michelle Fry Eggen – Music Education
Andrew Todd Grivetti – Music Education
Justin R. Havern – Music Education
Austen Stephen Heatherly – Music Education
Muen Lee Edward Hong – Music Education
Anna Elizabeth Lennertz – Music Education
Daniel Maldonado – Music Education
Patricia Mitjans – Music Education
Melissa Anne Rookadge – Music Education
Solangi Santiago – Music Education
James Ridgeway Schaeffer – Music Education
Corey A. Sullivan – Music Education

Doctor of Music
With Major In
Brian Christopher Baldauff – Percussion Performance
B.M.E., University of Central Florida
M.M., University of Michigan
Major Professor: Dr. John Parks

Guilherme Coelho Godoi – Piano Performance
B.M., Campinas State University
M.M., Ohio University
Major Professor: Professor Valerie Trujillo

Justin John Moniz – Voice Performance
B.A., State University of New York at Potsdam
M.M., State University of New York at Potsdam
Major Professor: Professor Evan T. Jones

Corinne Alyssa Smith – Woodwind Performance
B.M., Fredonia State University
M.M., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Deborah Bish

Chad Daniel Spears – Piano Performance
B.M., University of Idaho
M.M., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Dean Gainsford

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In
Jose Manuel Garza, Jr. – Music Theory
B.M.E., Texas State University
M.M., Texas State University
Major Professor: Dr. Jane Clandinin

“Adapt and Prevail: New Applications of Rhythmic and Metric Analysis in Contemporary Metal Music”
Mia Krystal Gormandy – Musicology
B.M., Northern Illinois University
M.M., Northern Illinois University
M.M., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Bakan

“Pan in Japan: Cultural Adoption and Adaption of Trinidad and Tobago’s National Instrument”
Christina Megan MacDonald – Musicology
B.M.E., Abilene Christian University
M.M., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Denise Von Glahn

“Singing Faith: Intersectional identity in Depression-Era White Gospel Music”

COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCES
Bachelor of Science With Major In
David István Agamasu – Exercise Science
Lisandra Alfaro – Food & Nutrition Science
Ala’a Amin Alhemyari (CUM LAUDE) – Dietetics
Ala’a Amin Alhemyari (CUM LAUDE) – Food & Nutrition Science

Daniel Andrade – Exercise Science
Angelina Victoria Andress – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Julia Alana Anzano – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Dakota Nicholas Atkinson – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Emily Grace Backes – Family & Child Sciences and Theatre

Nadine Bahike – Exercise Science
Victoria Louise Bang – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Theodors Bardoutsos – Food & Nutrition Science
Theodors Bardoutsos – Exercise Science
Taylor Victoria Barnes – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Nicholas Chase Bartkus – Exercise Science
Nicole Moraes Batista (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences

Amanda Lauren Becerra – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Julia Antoinette Bellanger – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Ashley Nicole Beshar (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Melissa Blanco – Food & Nutrition Science
Katherine Eloise Blondino – Food & Nutrition Science
Nathaniel Dogyung Bradley – Exercise Science
aubree Diane Collender – Exercise Science
Kristyn Anna Callagirone – Family & Child Sciences
Anna Cathleen Campion – Family & Child Sciences and Sociology
Rebecca Leigh Carr (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Megan Amalie Case (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Destiny Angel Cepeda – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Berline Cherelus – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Krystin Daniel Galeese – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Jordan Joseph Cimillucca (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Brandon Minor Collins – Exercise Science
Jennifer Marie Conception (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Florence Courtney Conti – Family & Child Sciences and Psychology
Tory Ann Cooper – Exercise Science
Caroline Leigh Cottrell – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Caroline Mona Craver – Exercise Science
Jessica Michele Crawford – Exercise Science
Kara Denise Crump – Exercise Science
Tylar Gregory Daniel – Exercise Science
Ariana Diahan De Stefano – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Alexus Nicole Duett – Family & Child Sciences
Loren Ashley Eigemlie (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Elisa Glenn Ereckson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Food & Nutrition Science
Efley Savel Ethana – Food & Nutrition Science
Paige Lee Evans – Exercise Science
Tyler Bianca Fells (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Natalia Jacqueline Flores (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Dietetics and Exercise Science
Danielle Grace-Ann Fuller – Food & Nutrition Science
Rachel Ann Gajdarik (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences and Psychology
Alexa Rae Galeycki – Food & Nutrition Science
Helene Virginia Garcia – Exercise Science
Ethan Mark Goldman – Exercise Science
Emily Lynn Gonzalez – Exercise Science
Nicole Ann Gorospe – Exercise Science
Paul M. Graham – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Haylie Michelle Grant (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Michael Grace Grogan – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Alyssa Nicole Guia – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Roneisha Hall (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Yasmin Angelica Hammad – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Carly Hammer – Exercise Science
Mia S. Harrold – Family & Child Sciences
Christie Belle Harrison – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Maria Edith Heilig – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Sofia Helguson – Exercise Science
Kayla Nichole Henderson – Family & Child Sciences and Psychology
Joseph C. James Hibbard – Exercise Science
Caitlin Allison Hilliard (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Joshua Hogue – Exercise Science
Tara Howard (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Lauryn Brianna Hughes – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Jessica Injaj – Family & Child Sciences
Tia Restha Jackson – Exercise Science
Natalia Jimenez – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Isabel Helena Jimenez-Sullivan – Exercise Science
Alexia Danielle Johnson – Exercise Science
Katie Marie Johnson – Family & Child Sciences
Christine Ashley Jones – Exercise Science
Taylor Kendall McAvoy Jones – Dietetics
Phillip Kaminnik – Athletic Training
Monica Kapoor – Exercise Science
Jennifer Taylor Kennedy (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Mone’t Desiree King – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Courtney Diana Kirkland (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Sarah Elizabeth Lapcevic – Family & Child Sciences
Noy Laski – Exercise Science
Charles V. Lawson – Family & Child Sciences
Leonard Nunnally Lokey IV (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Briana Lundy – Exercise Science
Nicholas Michael Martin – Exercise Science
Samantha Megan Martin – Family & Child Sciences
David Stevan Martinez – Food & Nutrition Science
Megan Murphy McCreeery (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Brittany Taryn McDonald – Family & Child Sciences
Victoria Anne McFadden – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Laura Hayden McGee (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Allison English McNemary (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
René Alexander Milchan – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Katelyn Marie Miller – Food & Nutrition Science
Danielle Christina Misener – Exercise Science
Ryan Michael Moodooyan – Exercise Science
Brenda Danielle Morgan – Family & Child Sciences
Kendra Amanda Morrison – Family & Child Sciences
Jade Makezhen Murphy (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Sasha Gabriel Myers – Exercise Science
Micaela Paula Nasiealski – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Kiana Lynn Negro (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
John Quang Nguyen – Food & Nutrition Science
Christie Leigh O’Connor – Family & Child Sciences and Sociology
Anna Louise Norris – Family & Child Sciences
Haleigh Ann O’Connell – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Morgan Levieh Annstreet (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Nicholas Robert Papazian – Exercise Science
Madison Bailee Peddie – Exercise Science
Kiarr Marie Pena (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Savannah Christa Perry (CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Caroline Peters – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Elena Marie Pettingell – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Ana Cristina Phelan Nunez – Exercise Science
Nicole Noel Phillips – Exercise Science
Taylor Leigh Pierce (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Victoria Blake Pitchford – Exercise Science
Kaitlyn Brianna Pommells – Exercise Science
Helen Mai Price – Family & Child Sciences
Gustavo Adolfo Ramos, Jr. – Exercise Science
Cameron Cook Reed – Exercise Science
Rachel Reiff-Morin – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Devan Nicole Ringenberg – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Lyndsey Elaine Rothchild – Family & Child Sciences
Julia Ann Rubznitz (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Jennifer Lynn Samander (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Robbie Genna Schapiro – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Brianna Catherine Scheppeke – Exercise Science
Breanna Renee Scott (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Breanna Renee Scott (CUM LAUDE) – Dietetics
Haley Marie Sherman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Rachel Anne Sherman – Family & Child Sciences
Abigail Diane Shidel (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Alex James Shippy – Exercise Science
Aaron Charles Shirar – Exercise Science
Alexandra W. Shuler – Family & Child Sciences
Elizabeth Pauline Shupe – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Jessica Riley Sladyn – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Caylee Griffin Smith – Exercise Science
Arianna Dimitri Speligos Hudson (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Jayde Ainslee Stansel – Exercise Science
Taylor Anne Stanton – Exercise Science
Megan Julia Summers – Food & Nutrition Science
Danielle Allisson Taylor – Family & Child Sciences
Danielle Louise Thomas – Family & Child Sciences
Tiffany Nicole Treanary – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Ashley Nicole Vallejos – Food & Nutrition Science
Jaimie Vergara – Exercise Science
Theresie Marie Vidal (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Sydney Nicole Wattersson – Exercise Science
Brittany Lynn Wayne (CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Heidi Nicole Weaver – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Tanner D. Weaver (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Samantha Nicole Wells (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Bryn Morgan Westerblit – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Zachary Cade White – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Alexis Renne Whittaker – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Abby Christine Widener – Dietetics
Erin Ashley Wild – Family & Child Sciences
Megan Abigail Wilde – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Christina Celeste Williams (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Malyn da Wene’ Williams – Family & Child Sciences
Aaron Shawn Wingler – Exercise Science
Kelly Rachelle Wyland (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Kinsey Nycole Wynn – Family & Child Sciences
Enrique Yanez, Jr. – Exercise Science

Master of Science
With Major In
Lauren Marie Anton – Nutrition & Food Science
Samantha Rae Gwin – Sports Sciences
Jessica Leigh Hector – Nutrition & Food Science
Kristian Taylor Hogans – Global Merchandising & Product Development
Emily Jane Johnson – Nutrition & Food Science
Samantha M. Leyh – Sports Nutrition
Jessica Leean Lopez – Global Merchandising & Product Development
Ashley Christine Mooney – Nutrition & Food Science
Han Mu – Nutrition & Food Science
Brittany Marie Rodrigues – Nutrition & Food Science

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science
With Major In
Heather Noel Adams – Elementary Education
Michael Brandon Adams – Elementary Education
Dakota Jordan Auringer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Visual Disabilities Studies
Emily Elizabeth Bard (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Alliyah Jasmyne Brown – Sport Management
Katherine Marti Burke (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Anthony Michael Calazzo (CUM LAUDE) – Social Science Education
Rachel Marie Calcutt (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Nick John Celehar – Sport Management
Jason K. Chitwood – Sport Management
Trevor Wayne Cohen – Sport Management
Meghan Marie Conway – Sport Management
Jade Marie Day (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Michaela Ann Decker (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Early Childhood Education
Tyler Blake DeLucca – Sport Management
Kaitlyn Marie Doering – Elementary Education
Alec William Dougherty (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Melissa Paige English (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Madison Evans – Sport Management
Sara Ashley Farassati-Matteson – Elementary Education
Justine Morgan Fitzgerald – Elementary Education
Justin David Folsom – Sport Management
Elizabeth Ann Fowler (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Kyle Butler Fried – Sport Management
Sara Beth Frost – Sport Management
Taylor Belle Glaze – English Education
Aaron Keith Gottlieb – Sport Management
Jeffrey Holton Graham – Sport Management
Caitlyn L. Hanson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Jenna Michaelyn Ix (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Jennifer Danielle Jinson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Tori Jayne Larbig (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Brooke Noel Laurick – Elementary Education
Stephanie Louise Lovett (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Alyssa Lynn Lucas (CUM LAUDE) – Visual Disabilities Studies
Christina Danielle Marino – Elementary Education
Rebecca Elizabeth Mawn (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Emma Fant McDonell – Elementary Education
Jason Ray McGhee – Sport Management
John Wells McMahon – Sport Management
Michaela Renee McCallie – Sport Management
Maurice Jason Mitchell – Sport Management
Miranda Elizabeth Moran – Sport Management
Rachel Elizabeth Parker – Social Science Education
Nicholas Charles Patti – Sport Management
Keijofer Armand Pittman – Sport Management
Sebastian Alberto Porras – Sport Management
Erin Therese Quinlan (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
John Royce Reynolds III (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Chelsey Loren Roberts (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Jamael Rashad Romans – Sport Management
Kelsey Anne Sahi (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Jacob Hunter Schiros (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Skye Mary Selman – Sport Management
Michael Brennan Sharpe – Sport Management
Paul Alan Shelton – Sport Management
Emma Leigh Silbert – Elementary Education
Antone D. Smith – Sport Management
Dawn Marie Spooner (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Erin Margaret Thomas – Elementary Education
Merideth Kay Thompson – Elementary Education
Taylor Renee Thompson (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Katelyn N. West – Elementary Education
Catharine Wagner Williams (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Veronica Zamora – Elementary Education

Master of Science
With Major In
Lois Ann Abbott – Learning and Cognition
Kaitlyn E. Akos – Educational Leadership/Administration
Brian Andre – Elementary Education
Leigh Meredith Andrew – Sport Management
Melanie Marie Audet – Visual Disabilities
Ana Lucrecia Auger Crossman – Sport Management
Matthew Alexander Biondi – Sport Management
Tamiko Rawlings Bradham – Social Science Teaching
Sophie Elizabeth Bucknall – Sport Management
Amanda Michelle Cagan – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Kasey Denise Carstens – Social Science Teaching
Michael Christopher Chappell – Sport
Stephanie Brooke Chesnut – Educational Leadership/Administration
Shinjian Choudhuri – Sport Management
Brandon Tyler Cooper – Sports Psychology
Justin Tyler Cooper – Visual Disabilities
Kevin Scott Dehlinger – Sport Management
Robyn Sienna Feiss – Sports Psychology
Chelsea Ryan Funai – Learning & Cognition
Cathy Lynn Gaines – Educational Leadership/Administration
Ashley Autumn Garrison – Early Childhood Education
Robert Salvador Gonzalez Neal – Sport Management
Griffin William Gowan – Sport Management
Leah Nicole Hall – Sport Management
Matthew E. Henely – Sport Management
Kenneth Bert House, Jr. – Sport Management
Madison Teal Jacobi – Special Education
Jordan Terry Keppler – Early Childhood Education
Angie Michelle Lamarr – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Mia M. Lamm – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Samantha Patricia Lang – Visual Disabilities
Maria del Pilar Langman – Sport Management
Megan Leigh Loftus – Sport Management
Michael A. McGraw – Sport Management
James T. Morrell – Sport Management
Nadia Shanaval Oragic Nixon – Sport Management
Rachael Lee Pacheco – Visual Disabilities
Hunter Austin Pelt – Foreign and Second Language Education
Alexandra Nicole Powers – Sport Management
Rachel Autumn Reibling – Early Childhood Education
Stephanie Erika Reiter – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Patrick Gabriel Rich – Visual Disabilities
Diane W. Ripandelli – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Luis Ricardo Rojas Calderón – Foreign and Second Language Education
Amanda Jo Roseboom – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Kathleen A. Simpson – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Wenting Song – Foreign and Second Language Education
Erica Elizabeth Spangler – Educational Leadership/Administration
Nathaniel Lee Sylvester – Sport Management
Laurel Amycalora Taylor – Visual Disabilities
Laura Brooke Thompson – Visual Disabilities
Malory Marie Thompson – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Colleen Sandra Brown Valdez – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Robby Williams – Foreign and Second Language Education
Kyle Yansick – Social Science Teaching
Xiaohou Zhang – Foreign and Second Language Education
Megan Elizabeth Zuege – Foreign and Second Language Education
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Benjamin William Emihovich – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
B.A., University of California, Irvine
M.Ed., University of Florida
Major Professor: Dr. Valerie Shute
“Improving Undergraduates’ Problem-Solving Skills through Video Gameplay”

Kellie E. Gerbers – Higher Education
B.A., University of Georgia
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Robert Schwartz

Sanghyun Jeon – Measurement and Statistics
B.S., Yonsei University
M.S., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Betsy Jane Becker
“Combining Regression Slopes from Studies with Different Regression Models in Meta-analysis”

Susannah Shiner Marsman – Higher Education
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
M.A., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Major Professor: Dr. Kathy Guthrie
“To Depart or Not to Depart? Lateral Transfer Students’ Experiences that Lead to Retention”

Justin Mason – Sports Psychology
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Gershon Tenenbaum
“The Effects of Cardiovascular Health on Cognitive Function and Driving Performance in Older Adults”

Gily Meir – Sports Psychology
B.A., University of Haifa, Israel
M.S., California State University, Long Beach
Major Professor: Dr. Graig M. Chow
“Supervision of Applied Sport Psychology in Graduate Programs in the USA”

B. Gale Griffin Neal – Educational Leadership/Administration
B.S., University of Florida
M.S., Florida State University
Ed.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Stacey Rutledge
“Teacher and School Time: How it is Used, How it is Perceived by Teacher and Administrators, and How it is Perceived to be Influenced by Test-Based Accountability”

Rikki Joelle Overstreet – English Education
B.A., Montreat College
M.A., Florida State University
Major Professors: Dr. Sherry Southerland and Dr. Shelley Witte
“Teaching Stories Without Borders: Inside a Box: How Preservice ELA Teachers Leverage Transmedia Stories to Teach Traditional Literacies”

Tammy L. Quick – Early Childhood Education
B.A., Saint Leo University
M.Ed., Saint Leo University
Major Professor: Dr. Ithel Jones
“The Effects of Prekindergarten Measures of School Readiness in Florida’s Mixed Delivery Service Model”

Ronnie Linley Roberts – Education Policy and Evaluation
B.S., Andrews University
Ed.S., University of Missouri
Major Professor: Dr. Stacey A. Rutledge
“Perceptions of Personalization for Academic and Social-Emotional Learning in High Schools: Social Cognitive and Ecological Perspectives”

Shamsi Sanati Monfared – Sports Psychology
B.A., University of Tehran
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professors: Dr. Gershon Tenenbaum and Dr. Jonathan Folstein
“Error-Detection in Marksmanship: Merging Overt and Covert Paradoxes”

Sara Beth Tours – Early Childhood Education
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Ithel Jones
“Kindergarten Teachers’ Developmentally Appropriate Beliefs and Practices”

Yasin Yalçın – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
B.A., Karadeniz Technical University
M.S., Karadeniz Technical University
Major Professor: Dr. Vanessa P. Dennen

Ji Yeo Yun – Measurement and Statistics
B.A., Chinhin National University of Education
M.A., Korea National University of Education
M.S., Florida State University
Ph.D., Korea National University of Education
Major Professor: Dr. Betsy Jane Becker
“The Impact of Rater Variability on Relationships among Different Effect-size Indices for Inter-Rater Agreement between Human and Automated Essay Scoring”

Joomo Yun – Special Education
B.A., Seoul National University of Education
M.A., Seoul National University of Education
Major Professors: Dr. Kelly Whalon and Dr. Donald Compton
“Investigating Structures of Reading Comprehension Attributes at Different Proficiency Levels: Applying Cognitive Diagnosis Models and Factor Analyses”

Weinan Zhao – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
B.E., Xi’an Jiaotong University
M.S., Peking University
Major Professor: Dr. Valerie Shute
“Can Playing a Video Game Foster Computational Thinking Skills?”
Garrett John Eicher  (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Vivian Nelli El-Salawy  (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Elizabeth Ellard  (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Science
Darrell Robin Ellis – Creative Writing
Remi Christian Escudie  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Lauren Taylor Evans  (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Shannon Renee Fennicks – Editing, Writing, & Media
Austin Riley Fitzgerald – Religion
Tracey Fletcher  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Women’s Studies
Victor Folz – Computer Science
Madison Ryan Fougere – Women’s Studies
Catherine Grace Frederick – Editing, Writing, & Media
Justin Michael French  (CUM LAUDE) – Humanities
Joseph Gregory Fuqua – Editing, Writing, & Media
Adam Joseph Gabrini  (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Gianna Christine Gallego – Humanities
Gabrielle Elizabeth Garcia – Editing, Writing, & Media
Samantha Lauren Garcia – Editing, Writing, & Media
Joshua Garlitos – Computer Science
Lawrence Reed Gianangelii  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – French & Italian
Grace Emery Glancy – Italian and Psychology
Maya Iman Glenn – Editing, Writing, & Media
Merina Gorman  (CUM LAUDE) – Literature
Frank Gruber – History
Olivia Suzanne Hagoord  (CUM LAUDE) – Chinese/Business and International Affairs
Adam J. Halfaker  (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Abigail Jane Hall – Humanities
Bethaney Rayalan Hall  (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Brooke Harrison  (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Tori Rae Hendry – Humanities
Andrew James Hicken – Editing, Writing, & Media
Kendall Hinson  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Timothy Robert Holder  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Timothy Robert Holder  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Humanities
Rebecca Maile Ingle – Spanish
Asa Lincoln Jenkins IV – Computer Science
Jordan Kyle Jenkins – Creative Writing
Kayla Rachelle Jones  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Humanities
Maryse Keeber – Literature
Diloshod Khamidov  (CUM LAUDE) – Russian/Business
Alexander Kim – History and International Affairs
Gary Stephen King II – History
Michael Jesse King – Creative Writing
Kyle Benjamin Kirkland – Editing, Writing, & Media
Albert George Kishek – Middle Eastern Studies
Karl Frederick Kramer – Spanish
Nicholas Kim Kumar – Editing, Writing, & Media
Lorelei Lamarre – Editing, Writing, & Media
Kaylyn Elizabeth Lambrett – Spanish
Eric Jia Li – Computer Science
Emily Catherine Little – Humanities
Andrea Aleksandra Loaiza Mazur  (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Alexander Albert-John LoMonaco – Editing, Writing, & Media
Jakyia London – Editing, Writing, & Media
James Michael Magilli – Religion
Marvin Mallari  (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Samuel T. Martin – Philosophy
Mackenzie Mason – Creative Writing
Heather Leigh Matthews – Editing, Writing, & Media
Caroline Grace Mayfield – Editing, Writing, & Media and Political Science
Courtney Simone McKay – History
Kaitlin Rose McMillan – Editing, Writing, & Media
Patrick Joseph McVay, Jr. – Editing, Writing, & Media
Madison Leigh Mckicker – Humanities
Ryan Christopher Moore – Creative Writing
Stephanie Kaye Moore  (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Marilyn Rebecca Morales  (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Sarah Anne Morrison  (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Creative Writing
George Sixto Mulet – Humanities
Farrah Summer Muntz – Editing, Writing, & Media
Sean Connor Murray – Humanities
Delaney Kate Myers – Spanish
Catherine Elizabeth O’Connor – Creative Writing
Jessica Nicole O’Connor – Editing, Writing, & Media
Matthew Connor O’Hagan – Computer Programming & Applications
Nicholas Daniel Ordonia – Computer Science
Vijaya Patel  (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Humanities
Teyn LaMont Payne – Japanese Language & Culture
Alexandra R. Pelaez  (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Philosophy
Christian Alexander Perez – Environmental Science & Policy
Rosalie Anne Peyton  (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Sara Darlene Pigott – History
Jo Lynn Platt – Humanities
Candida China Pouchie – Editing, Writing, & Media
Jakia Shanel Propst  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and African American Studies
Gabrielle Alexandra Putnam – Editing, Writing, & Media
Kaela Nicole Ramhit – Editing, Writing, & Media
Courtney Elizabeth Raulerson – Creative Writing
Sandra Elena Real – Humanities
Kayla Renee Rehman – Humanities
Kyle James Reilly – History
Elisa Reino – Creative Writing
Stephen Tyler Revell – Editing, Writing, & Media
Jamie Revett – Computer Science
Quinta Travis Richardson – Spanish
Rebecca Anne Rivera – Editing, Writing, & Media
Jesse Reed Roberts  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Keenan Elijah Roberts – Literature and Psychology
Elaine Rodriguez – Creative Writing and Economics
Anthony Brando Dietrich Roto  – Creative Writing and Political Science
Da’sha Nausshea Rozier – Editing, Writing, & Media
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Courtney Michelle Albritton
Sanchita Adhikari
Sara Kate Santora
Maria Gabriela Sandoval
Jenna Marie Rugel
Taylor Kathleen Rubin
Megan Anne Shaver
Wesley Chad Sapp
Edward David Simpson
Shelby Nicole Shilatz-Lewis
Emily A. Solley
Erin Grace Sjovall
Peter Noah Strouss
Jennifer Marie Stover
Susan Elise Van Ausdall
Jacob Charles Willis
Tobias Leo Williams
Blake Matthew Williams
James Wenyon
Tucker Causey Verdi
Connor Nicolas Tull

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

George Anthony Abdelahad (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Juan Francisco Alvaro Keller (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Andrea Alfaro Ho – Actuarial Science
Sydney Rae Allen (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Sarah Almoshkah – Biological Science
Alexia Sara Alter – Psychology
Nicholas Alexander Alvarez – Environmental Science
Sergio Andres – Computer Science
Gabriel Allyn Angel – History
Stephen Justin Asher – Psychology
Wilson Forrest Archibald (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Mathematics
Brittny Arias (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Melissa Diana Aristizabal (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Selena Luisa Ayala – Psychology
Olivia Baez – Psychology
Christina Megan Baldacci – Actuarial Science
Greta Carolina Baldizion – Psychology
Juan Camilo Barco (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Psychology and Political Science
Lauren Rachel Barsky (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science
Delaney Danielle Bates – Psychology
Yunior Batista – Computer Science
Alanna Maria Battistini (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Melanie Janet Baumgartz (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Benjamin Joseph Behers (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Emily Grace Bell – Psychology
Jared Anthony Bennett (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Andrew Alphonso Berg – Computer Science
Rachel Kathryn Bertolozzi – Biological Science
Emily Paige Benaim (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Kirby Jordan Birch – Computational Science
Nolan Dean Blackford (CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Sienna Nicolette Bonomolo (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Bianca Maltese Bongiorno (CUM LAUDE) – Anthropology
Blanca Mateo Book (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Anthropology
Bridgett Anne Borders – Anthropology
Nadia Olivia Bortolin – Psychology and Italian
Cassandra Brune – History and International Affairs
Kevin A. Boyle – Statistics
Michael Brabson – Statistics
Jason Michael Brandon – Psychology
Christopher Andrew Brazill (CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Madeleine Brinkman – Psychology
William Burt Brooks III – Biomathematics
Jessica Mary Brown – Psychology
John Joseph Bullard – Psychology
Jeffrey Youenn Burns – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Mckenzie Nicole Burns – Biological Science
Wesley Bush – Computer Science
Cristina Marie Cabrera (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science and Marketing
Rose Cacioppo – Anthropology
Simonne Victoria Calhoun – Environmental Science
Alexa Cristina Camarena – Psychology
Brighton Lee Campbell (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Lindsey Margaret Cannon – Psychology
Jake Robert Canterberry – Statistics
Hunter Ryan Carlock (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computational Biology - Computer Science
Kelsey Bryce Carpenter – Environmental Science
Kenneth Michael Carril – Actuarial Science
Kaelynn Alexis Chambliss – Chemical Science
Ashley Nichole Chancey – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Shanice Zolalne Chancey – Psychology
Carly Danielle Chavez – Computer Science
Connor James Christian – Computer Science
Michael John Chung – Computer Science
Marcela Sofia Cimarelli – Psychology
Keaton Robert Clements – Computer Science
Maria Isabel Cobo – Biological Science
Brandon B. Cochran – Biological Science
Torri Ailiay Cofield – Biological Science
Keely Reece Congdon – Actuarial Science
Rachel Lauren Connolly – Psychology
Nicholas Ronald Cornelle – Biological Science
Daniel Anthony Costello – Actuarial Science
Tanner Cole Cowan – Geology
Haley Nicole Curtis (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
William Stanton Curtis (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Meteorology
Taryn Kristel d’Adeysey – Psychology
Moriah Christa Dakers – Actuarial Science
Samantha Laine Davison – Biological Science
Isabel De Leon (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jennifer Allen Decker (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Sarah Vann Dennis (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Anthropology and History
Pedro Alejandro Diaz Pinzon – Actuarial Science
Mariangely Diaz-Bermudez – Psychology
Mark Manuel Dickinson – Biological Science
Mark Dickson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Jacob Dirghalli – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Samantha Denese Dobson – Psychology
Corissa Christian Doig – Biological Science
Natalia Lando – Actuarial Science
Molly Elizabeth Donovan – Statistics
Jake Robert Dubin (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Andrew Joseph Dumas – Psychology
Nicholas Robert Dunn (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Mathematics
Emilia Duque – Biological Science
Natalia Andrea Duque (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Kathryn Leigh Eckhardt – Biological Science
Hannah Grace Edmondson – Psychology
Desirea Lynne Ehley (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Brooke Gabrielle Eichenbaum – Psychology
Padraig James Elliott – Biological Science
Dounia Elsaidawi – Biological Science
Francisco Javier Escobar (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Matthew Alexander Espino – Psychology
Katelyn Marie Estrada – Biological Science
Kelly Anne Evans (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Moises Figueroa – Computer Science
Stuart Tyler Filius (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Duncan Matthew Fisher (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Mathematics and Computer Science
Jordan Ann Fite – Psychology
Thai Harley Cameron Flowers (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Camille Fone – Psychology
Sophia Christina Fonseca – Environmental Science
Virginia Leigh Fourqurean – Biological Science
Drew Harrison Fox – Editing, Writing, & Media
Ronald Antonio Franco – Computer Science
La'Derious Ty'Shon Franklin – Chemical Science
Zachary Phillip Freeman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Physics
Maxwell J. Fry – Applied & Computational Mathematics and Economics
Benjamin Harrison Gabbard V – Psychology
Chelsea N. Gagnon – Psychology
Andrea Isul Garcia – Actuarial Science
Victoria Rose Georges – Biological Science
Emily Carolyn Gibbons – Biological Science
Clara Ani Anne Gibbs – Psychology
Ayse James Thomas Gibson – Actuarial Science
Carina Gobes (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Casey Paul Goldsmith – Psychology
Omar Neil Gonzales, Sr. – Computer Science
Andrea Isabel Gonzalez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Ivonne Gonzalez – Psychology
Sebastian E. Gonzalez – Computer Science
Roberto Gonzalez-Battle – Biological Science
Nicholas Lewis Gordon (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Trevor Allen Graham – Biological Science
Kymberly Grace Grimaldi – Psychology
Amanda Marie Gregory – Psychology
Brianne Danielle Griffin (WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Kylie D. Griffith – Environmental Science
Dylan Jacob Grissell (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Kourtney Jean Gronbeck – Psychology
John David Gruber – Environmental Science
Steffi Mia Grunauer (CUM LAUDE) – Mathematics/FSU-Teach and Mathematics Teaching/FSU-Teach
Carolina Guzman – Psychology
Jesse Allie Haast – Biological Science
Charles Michael Haddad – Biological Science
Elena Michelle Hadley – Psychology
John Haffey – Biological Science and Sociology
Matthew Sollie Harrison (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Brooke Ashleigh Hartenstein – Biological Science
Mikinzi Cheyenne Harvis (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Aniqua Maria Hendricks – Psychology
Makena Leigh Hensin – Biological Science
Eugenio Hernandez – Statistics
Lauren Noelle Herzog – Psychology
Courteney Alexis Hicks – Psychology
Spencer John Hilgenfeldt (CUM LAUDE) – Chemistry
Grayson David Hill – Psychology
Allison Nicole Himich (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Bryanna Harris Hopp (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Marla Shane Hodges – Psychology
Cedrick Dane Holder – Psychology
Andrew Hollensen (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Jillian Holzman – Anthropology
Annie Rose Horrigan – Anthropology
Rachel Grace Howell – Statistics and Actuarial Science
Allison Rose Hughes – Psychology
Brett M. Hurst – Biological Science
Malik Ivert – Psychology
Samuel Robert Inserra – Psychology
Suefeye Zoha Irani – Biological Science
Gabrielle Rose Isgar – Actuarial Science and Spanish
Logan A. Isitt – Computer Science
Kellice Elynn Jacklin – Psychology
Cara Alyssa Jackson – Psychology and Mathematics
Alek R. Jahneke (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Alexis Marie Jalovec – Biological Science
Catherine Moore Jernigan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Sumaap Ji – Computer Science
Samantha Paige Jibben – Actuarial Science
Britain Annelle Johnson-Berry – Biological Science
Abigail Rosalyn Jonckeere (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Abigail Rosalyn Jonckeere (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jaszmín Ma-Ray Jones – Biological Science
Nina Anne Jones – Psychology
Midinlex Joseph – Computer Science
Tatiana Joseph – Computer Science
Arthur Xenophon Karapetkus – Computer Science
Suhavi Kaur – Biological Science
Jeannia Sophia Kim (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Emily Rose Kirk – Statistics
Nicholas Alexander Kitograd – Psychology
Hannah Renee Klein – Biological Science and Physics
Erica Brest Kochis (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Chemistry
Jared Ginex Kraemer (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Milica Kubura (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Caroline Elaine Lacy – Psychology
Alexandra Lara – Psychology
Melissa Rene Lambrano Baloco – Psychology and Sociology
Jessica Lynn Larimer – Environmental Science
Tiffany Ayame Larsen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Nathaniel Allen Lasley – Biological Science
Andaew Lau – Psychology
Kirstie Marie Lawrence – Biological Science
Irina Leandre – Mathematics/FSU-Teach and Science or Mathematics Teaching/FSU-Teach
Gabrielle Ann Luc (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Valerie Anne Lemakos (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Kira Joi Lessin – Computer Science
Jordan Abram Lewis – Biological Science
Michelle Ann Lewis – Psychology
Rachel Morgan Lewis – Environmental Science
Andrew Elizabeth Liguori – Biological Science
Krislyn Maynard – Psychology
Makena Leigh Hensin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kourtney Jean Gronbeck – Psychology
Krislyn Maynard – Psychology
Michael Patrick O'Shea – Psychology
Dakota Faith Owings – Biological Science
Ashley Nicole Painter – Anthropology
Cristian Palencia – Computer Science
Julia Lynn Papesh (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Josue Pardavell Hoyos – Psychology
Katherine Michelle Partynski – Biological Science
Sheffali Tushar Patel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Bryan O’Connell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Bailey Peacock (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Kaelyn Shelby Peacock (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Katie Sierra Pease (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Brianne Neshelle Peek – Psychology
Diana Pelc – Biological Science
Chelsea Elizabeth Perez – Psychology
Daniella Peña – Biological Science
Manuel Alejandro Perez – Psychology
Nicholas Brian Perez – Biological Science
Arielle Perl – Psychology
Luis Felipe Piñeros – Computer Science
Charles Robert Mathis – Physical Science
Juliette Jean McClelland (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Kendall Hunter McMann – Psychology
Zachary Canon McQueen – Chemistry
Julio Angel Mendiburu – Actuarial Science
Christiana-Angelique Ha’ani Mendiola – Biological Science
Jackelyn Cristina Mendoza (WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Henry Crill Merryday IV – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Carlos Alberto Mesquida (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Gregory Quinton Mickelson – Computer Science
Sonja Mikhailov (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Alexandra Victoria Mihankhah (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jordan McKay Miller – Environmental Science
Marah Lorraine Miller – Biochemistry
Savannah Gale Moore (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Anthropology
Joseph Minyan – Psychology
Keyera Patrice Mitchell – Psychology
Marcel Jarred Mitchell – Environmental Science
Ashlyn Nicole Moldovan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Lauren Carey Moore – Biological Science
Marilyn Rebecca Morales (CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Amy R. Morgan – Biological Science
Hailie Maegan Morgan – Psychology
Christa Leigh Morton – Psychology
Jonathan Kevin Mosos – Psychology
Chris Kleanthis Moutsos (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Emmalina Mary Consol Mozier – Psychology
Amy Nevitt – Psychology
Michelle Minh-Anh Nguyen (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Xuan Oanh Thi Nguyen – Biological Science
Cassidy Genneth Nieder (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Coralin Marie Nour – Biological Science
Vitoria Louise Noronha Soares – Psychology
Nicholas Summers Novy – Environmental Science
Haley Ann O’Brian – Psychology
Brian O’Connell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Michael Patrick O’Shea – Psychology
Dakota Faith Owings – Biological Science
Ashley Nicole Painter – Anthropology
Cristian Palencia – Computer Science
Julia Lynn Papesh (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Josue Pardavell Hoyos – Psychology
Katherine Michelle Partynski – Biological Science
Shefali Tushar Patel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Bryan O’Connell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Bailey Peacock (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Kaelyn Shelby Peacock (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Katie Sierra Pease (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Brianne Neshelle Peek – Psychology
Diana Pelc – Biological Science
Chelsea Elizabeth Perez – Psychology
Daniella Peña – Biological Science
Manuel Alejandro Perez – Psychology
Nicholas Brian Perez – Biological Science
Arielle Perl – Psychology
Luis Felipe Piñeros – Computer Science
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bradley Allen Platt</td>
<td>Actuarial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andres Plaza</td>
<td>Computer Criminology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derek Allen Polch</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Polonia</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarun Boonponrang</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Isabella Poole</td>
<td>WITH HONORS – Biomathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quinton Martin Pooler</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas Sathish Poonan</td>
<td>Computer Criminology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurie Ellen Pope</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Michelle Puckett</td>
<td>(SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Erin Puckett</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devin Grant Pugh</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imael Quinones, Jr.</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noemi Mariel Quinter-Zarza</td>
<td>Mathematics/FSU-Teach and Science or Mathematics Teaching/FSU-Teach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Brooke Quirino</td>
<td>Actuarial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nattassja Karana Ragbeer</td>
<td>Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derick J. Raldiris</td>
<td>Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Ramos</td>
<td>Actuarial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roxanne Ramos</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant David Ratcliff</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miranda Joy Redmoon</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Andrew Reibling</td>
<td>Actuarial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyra Jan Reifenberg</td>
<td>Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David M. Renick</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis Amber Rentz</td>
<td>Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perla Guadalupe Rico-Govea</td>
<td>– Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Michelle Risk</td>
<td>– Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kotorri Rivers</td>
<td>– Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trent Edward Roberts</td>
<td>– Environmental Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolina Maria Rodriguez</td>
<td>– (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edda Luz Rodriguez</td>
<td>– (WITH HONORS) – Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geneva Marie Rodriguez</td>
<td>– (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanelle Alicia Rodriguez</td>
<td>– (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Editing, Writing &amp; Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy Alexis Roehl-Harris</td>
<td>– Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Lauren Rogers</td>
<td>– Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sucheta Roy</td>
<td>– Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariah Nakeah Kitaw</td>
<td>– Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marelle Morgan Rukes</td>
<td>– Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Theresa Rusch</td>
<td>– Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Drew Russell</td>
<td>– Physical Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Marie Russell</td>
<td>– Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel E. Ryan</td>
<td>– (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alanis Rea Sabates</td>
<td>– Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony John Samz</td>
<td>– Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laryssa Kayleen Santana</td>
<td>– Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Santoro</td>
<td>– Chemical Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celia Helena Saumell</td>
<td>– Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Alexander Schreiter</td>
<td>– (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – WITH HONORS – Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Rose Schroeder</td>
<td>– (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Scott Schulz</td>
<td>– Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Steven Schwab</td>
<td>– Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Renee Scrivani</td>
<td>– Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Joy Senderling</td>
<td>– (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shamik Kalpesh Shah</td>
<td>– (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer M. Shank</td>
<td>– Biomathematics and Biochemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Renee Sherman</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Elizabeth Sherrard</td>
<td>– Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrie Cassidy Shields</td>
<td>– Environmental Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cody C. Shock</td>
<td>– Environmental Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathalie Boudots</td>
<td>– Biology/FSU-Teach and Science or Mathematics Teaching/FSU-Teach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Dayle Sikes</td>
<td>– Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veronika Ashley Sitaras</td>
<td>– Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Korene Skrob</td>
<td>– (CUM LAUDE) – Psychological</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Ann Slater</td>
<td>– Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillary Smith</td>
<td>– Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koy Lee Smith</td>
<td>– Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Phillip Smith</td>
<td>– Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Khanh Sobel</td>
<td>– Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Patricia Saphire</td>
<td>– (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travis Austin Graham Spake</td>
<td>– Geology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Stawara</td>
<td>– Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Rae Stepka</td>
<td>– Applied &amp; Computational Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevie Samsus Stevens</td>
<td>– Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Grace Byrom Stewart</td>
<td>– Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelli Lynn Strother</td>
<td>– Chemical Sciences/FSU-Teach and Science or Mathematics Teaching/FSU-Teach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aab A. Swank</td>
<td>– Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabrielle Nicole Swartz</td>
<td>– Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Renee Sweeney</td>
<td>– Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Ben Switzer</td>
<td>– Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cory Alexander Swonger</td>
<td>– Actuarial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis Monique Sylvester</td>
<td>– Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravyn Mary Tarantino</td>
<td>– Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesha Joseph Tavill</td>
<td>(SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Anthropology and Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Marie Taylor</td>
<td>– Chemical Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Alyn Taylor</td>
<td>– Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Patrick Taylor</td>
<td>– Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew James Taylor</td>
<td>– Applied &amp; Computational Mathematics and Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camilo Andres Tello</td>
<td>– Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liz Marie Teran Quinter</td>
<td>(SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Scott Terrell</td>
<td>– Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Michael Testa</td>
<td>– Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Jacquelyn Thiele</td>
<td>– Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashlyn Taylor Thomas</td>
<td>– Mathematics/FSU-Teach and Science or Mathematics Teaching/FSU-Teach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Somerset Thyer</td>
<td>– Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Camila Tiba du Chavarro</td>
<td>– Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Koji Tilley</td>
<td>– (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Anne Townsend</td>
<td>– Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milicia Jeanette Usatordes</td>
<td>– Biology/FSU-Teach and Science or Mathematics Teaching/FSU-Teach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliza Van Overschelde</td>
<td>– (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Venuti</td>
<td>– Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Christine Vernon</td>
<td>– Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Robert Vilaseca</td>
<td>– Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristian Villamizar</td>
<td>– Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tristian Stephan Vrati</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Ronald Wainscott</td>
<td>– Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aliissa Paige Walens</td>
<td>– Biology/FSU-Teach and Science or Mathematics Teaching/FSU-Teach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karleen Marie Walton</td>
<td>– (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anni Wang</td>
<td>– (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johanna R. Watson</td>
<td>– Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy Joseph Wayne</td>
<td>(SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin Paul William Weaver</td>
<td>– Physical Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Ruth Weiland</td>
<td>(MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacklyn Bari Weissman</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Rodgers Wood</td>
<td>– Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Jordan Wood</td>
<td>– Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Abbott Woodham</td>
<td>– Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aimee Mariah Workum</td>
<td>– Chemical Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew B. Wyatt</td>
<td>– Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Giovanni Zagra</td>
<td>– Actuarial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivelisse Zamora</td>
<td>– Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jade A. Zaniol</td>
<td>(MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Michael Zvolinski</td>
<td>– Biological Science</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Master of Arts
With Major In

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marlena Brian Cameron</td>
<td>– History &amp; Philosophy of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis Albert Caruso</td>
<td>– Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Alexandra Fisk</td>
<td>– German Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Marta Havlicek</td>
<td>– Slavic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Vonne Ryals</td>
<td>– Classical Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Nicole Tromper</td>
<td>– German</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Master of Science
With Major In

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kartik Shankar Achalkar</td>
<td>– Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigrun Carol Ahlquist</td>
<td>– Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oktay Akpolat</td>
<td>– Statistical Data Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohammad Dakhilallah Alahmad</td>
<td>– Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Michael Bach</td>
<td>– Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edmundo Barriga</td>
<td>– Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Ryan Bennett</td>
<td>– Meteorology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siddhartha Bishnu</td>
<td>– Physical Oceanography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander J. Blanchard</td>
<td>– Physical Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seth Brockman Boren</td>
<td>– Computational Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Borsellino</td>
<td>– Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Joseph Bremer</td>
<td>– History &amp; Philosophy of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanley Brian Caudle</td>
<td>– Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Cesare Ceroquozzi</td>
<td>– Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin-Na Chou</td>
<td>– Biostatistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan Michael Cicale</td>
<td>– Statistical Data Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin James Clancy</td>
<td>– Clinical Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Comaskey</td>
<td>– Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael T. Conry</td>
<td>– Computational Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Cresswell-Clay</td>
<td>– Computational Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Cipriano Diaz</td>
<td>– Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariangelly Diaz Rodriguez</td>
<td>– Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yijun Du</td>
<td>– Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tate Owen Engstrand</td>
<td>– Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cody L. Estebbe</td>
<td>– Applied &amp; Computational Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alec Fisher</td>
<td>– Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giovanni Franco Rivera</td>
<td>– Physics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Anna Rose Gai – Clinical Psychology
Nithin Tom George – Computer Science
Angelica Maria Goncalves Dos Santos – Physics
Marie Margaret Griffith – Statistics
Xiaoyang Guo – Statistics
Redwan Md Habibullah – Physics
Mark Carver Hamrick – Statistics
Mario Y. Harper – Computational Science
Mir Anamul Hasan – Computer Science
Rebecca R. James – Computer Science
Alexandra Slone Johnson – Science Teaching
Daniel Adam Katz – Biological Science
David Ian Kay – Biological Science
Taylor Melanie Kirkpatrick – Aquatic Environmental Sciences
Alexandra Slone Johnson – Science Teaching
Redwan Md Habibullah – Physics
Mark Carver Hamrick – Statistics
Rebecca R. James – Computer Science
Xiaoyang Guo – Statistics
Marie Margaret Griffith – Science
Zihao Wang – Computer Science
Mackellar Annlyse Violich – Computer Science
Mourya Kodidela – Computer Science
Jitendra Sai Kota – Computer Science
Hongzhuan Lei – Computational Science
Peiye Liu – Organic Chemistry
Juan Guillermo Llanos – Computational Science
Sarah Smith Lueking – Biological Science
Rose Kelly Luzader – Aquatic Environmental Sciences
Justin James Mandeville – Geology
Konstantinos Panagiotis Mazarakos – Physics
John Jacob McCord – Physics
Ashish Kumar Mehala – Computer & Network Systems Administration
Luis Mendoza – Physics
Ishwarya Mallai Selvapandian – Computer Science
Keith Richard Munsey – Geology
Lawrence Ng – Physics
Alex Ray Parker – Computer Science
Abhishek Sanjaykumar Patel – Computer Science
Serena Otsuka Pham – Computational Science
Bal Kumar Pokharel – Physics
Benjamin Robert Prather – Mathematics
Erkan Sayli – Biostatistics
Melissa Shahbandez Vaghan – Physics
Behtash Shakeri – Chemistry
Tarak Akshay Shisode – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Kunal Singha Roy – Computer Science
Krista Smith – Physics
Dalton James Stanfield – Biological Science
Brandon M. Stephens – Computer Science
Andrew J. Stevens – Geology
Liesl Anne Swoyer – Biostatistics
Amirhessam Tahmasebi – Computational Science
Alexandra Speare Thayer – Statistics
Raghunath Thota – Computer Science
Akila Santhoshi Vegesna – Computer & Network Systems Administration
Mackellar Annlyse Violič – Oceanography
Zihao Wang – Financial Mathematics
Natalie Lauren Wilver – Clinical Psychology
James Robert Yancey – Clinical Psychology
Kaizong Ye – Statistics
Yaqing You – Statistical Data Science
Hui Yuan – Statistics
Mengye Zhang – Statistics
Peng Zhao – Statistics

Professional Science Master
With Major In

Thomas Joseph Vatter – Aquatic Environmental Science

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Esra Akbas – Computer Science
B.S., TOBB University of Economics and Technology, Turkey
M.S., Bilkent University, Turkey
Major Professor: Dr. Peixiang Zhao

“Community Detection and Search on Large Graphs”

Bridgett Alicia Ashley – Physical Chemistry
B.S., Southeast Missouri State University
M.S., University of North Texas
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Geoffrey F. Strouse

“Understanding the Microwave in Microwave Chemistry”

Isabel Del Carmen Askenazy Flores – Biological Science
B.S., Universidad de Santiago de Chile
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. M. Elizabeth Stroup

“Structural and Functional Characterization of Escherichia coli Assimilatory Sulfite Reductase”

Cassie Ann Stutts Berry – Cognitive Psychology
B.S., University of Alabama in Huntsville
M.A., University of Alabama in Huntsville
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Kaschak

“Belief Systems and Executive Functioning”

Mitchell B. Bogle – Materials Chemistry
B.S., University of West Florida
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Albert E. Steigman

“Highly Instrumented Microwave Reactor for Heterogeneously Catalyzed Reactions”

Andrew David Burgess – English
B.A., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Kristie S. Fleckenstein

“Like a Rolling Stone: Moving Toward Methodologies for Analysis of Multimodal Musical Performance”

David J. Carnevale, Jr. – Inorganic Chemistry
B.A., Clark University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Shatruck

“Understanding Magnetic Exchange Behavior in Core-Shell Nanoparticles”

Benjamin Rosser Crysups – Computational Science (Material Science)
B.S., University of Texas at Austin
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Sachin Shanbhag

“Making Material Simulation Faster: Coarse Graining, Bridging and Bootstrapping”

Matthew Jansen Dickman – Inorganic Chemistry
B.S., University of North Florida
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Susan Lattimer

“Complex Carbides, Nitrides and Hydrides Grown From Highly Reduced AE/ Li Flux Mixtures (AE = Ca, Yb)”

Cristian Andres Escobar Bravo – Molecular Biophysics
B.S., Universidad de Santiago de Chile
Major Professor: Dr. Tim Cross

“Challenges in Characterizing Membrane Proteins and Intrinsically Disordered Regions Involved in Mycobacterium Tuberculosis Cell Division”

Peyman Fazian – Computer Science
B.S., University of Tehran
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Xin Yuan

“Design and Evaluation of Networking Techniques for the Next Generation of Interconnection Networks”

Shane Steven Galley – Inorganic Chemistry
B.S., Ithaca College
Major Professor: Dr. Thomas E. Albrecht-Schmitt

“Non-Aqueous Transuranic Coordination Complexes”

Ruite Guo – Statistics
B.S., Tsinghua University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Vic Patrangenaru

“Testing of the Equality of Two Distribution on High Dimensional Object Spaces and Nonparametric Inference for Location Parameters”

Christopher Ryan Hagan – Clinical Psychology
B.A., University of California, Irvine
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Thomas Joiner

“Hopelessness Regarding Thwarted Belongingness and Perceived Burdenomeness: A Test of the Interpersonal Theory of Suicide”

Trevor Michael Harris – Organic Chemistry
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Igor Alabugin

“Twisted Cycloalkynes in Click Chemistry and Traceless Directing Groups in Radical Cascade Cyclizations”

Jeremy James Hrudka – Inorganic Chemistry
B.S., University of Saint Thomas
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Shatruck

“Organic Ligand Design for the Use in Novel Spin Crossover Materials”

Guanyu Hu – Statistics
B.S., Zhongnan University of Economics and Law
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Fred Huffer

“Spatial Statistics and its Application in Biostatistics and Environmental Statistics”

Zhenbo Huang – Neuroscience – Biology
B.S., Hunan University of Arts and Science
M.S., Guangzhou Institutes of Biomedicine and Health, Chinese Academy of Sciences
Major Professor: Dr. Debra Ann Fadool

“Neuromodulation of mitral cells by serotonin and GLP-1 neurons in the olfactory bulb and the consequences of gene deletion of Kv1.3”
Sharanya Jayaraman – Computer Science
B.E., Anna University, India
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Professor Michael Mascagni
“Fault Simulation, Detection and Analysis for Monte Carlo Computational Resilience”

Tingting Jiang – Analytical Chemistry
B.S., Hubei University of Arts and Science
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Alan G. Marshall
“Top-down and Middle-down Proteomics by Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometry”

Jane Claire Komsky – Cognitive Psychology
B.S., Georgia Institute of Technology
M.S., Georgia Institute of Technology
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Colleen Kelley
“Memory Consolidation during Post-Encoding Wakeful Rest”

Mykhailo Kopylov – Molecular Biophysics
B.S., Cherkasy National University
M.S., CUNY Brooklyn College
Major Professor: Dr. Beth Stroupe
“Insights into the Complex Formation between Nucleoside Diphosphate Kinase and a Highly Polymorphic DNA G-quadruplex”

Nicholas James Kramer – Organic Chemistry
B.S., Ramapo College of New Jersey
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professors: Dr. Gregory B. Dudley and Dr. James H. Frederich
“Reaction Discovery Using Neopentylenediamino-Tethered Coupling Partners: Methodology and Applications of Dienyne Cycloisomerizations”

Nishanth Krishnamurthy – Chemical Oceanography
B.S., University of Texas, Austin
Major Professor: Dr. William Landingham
“Mercury and Trace Metals in Rainfall along the Northern Gulf of Mexico: Seasonal and Storm-type Drivers of Rainfall Concentrations and Deposition from Regional Emissions”

Saryet Alexa Kucukemiroglu – Biostatistics
B.S., Pennsylvania State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professors: Dr. Daniel McGee and Dr. Elizabeth Slate
“Examining the Effect of Treatment on the Distribution of Blood Pressure in the Population Using Observational Data”

Hanning Li – Statistics
B.S., Xi’an Jiaotong University
Major Professors: Dr. Fred Huffer and Dr. Debdeep Pati
“Bayesian Modeling and Variable Selection for Complex Data”

Jian Li – Biomathematics
B.S., University of Science and Technology, Beijing
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Nick Cogan
“Modeling of Biofilms and Implementations”

Rebecca J. Lynch – Clinical Psychology
B.A., University at Buffalo, SUNY
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Janet Kistner
“The Psychometric Properties of the Barkley Adult ADHD Rating Scale—IV (BAARS-IV) in a College Sample”

Melissa Sue Marchand – Applied & Computational Mathematics
B.S., California State University, Bakersfield
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professors: Kyle A. Gallivan and Dr. Paul Van Dooren
“Low-rank Riemannian Optimization Approach to the Role Extraction Problem”

Dinesh Mishra – Materials Chemistry
B.S., Tribhuvan University
M.S., Tribhuvan University
Major Professor: Dr. Hedi Mattoussi
“Tuning the Emission and Quantum Yield of Gold and Silver Nanoclusters through Ligand Design and Doping”

Nikita Mukhitov – Analytical Chemistry
B.S., Trinity University
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Roper
“Microfluidic Methods for the Study of Biological Dynamics”

Daniel Ricardo Nascimento Da Silva – Physical Chemistry
B.S., Federal University of Ouro Preto
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. A. Eugene DePrince III
“Quantum Chemical Methods and Algorithms for Ground and Excited Electronic States”

Abigail I. Pastore – Biological Science
B.S., University of Kansas
Major Professor: Dr. Thomas E. Miller
“The Role of Evolution in Maintaining Coexistence of Competitors”

Anna Marie Patrick – Humanities
B.A., Middle Tennessee State University
M.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Joann Gardner
“Grotesque Bodies in the Art and Literature of Mina Loy”

Victoria Mae Pearson – Biological Science
B.A., University of Maine at Farmington
Major Professor: Dr. Darin R. Roktya
“Composition and Stability of Single-Stranded DNA Viral Communities in Wastewater Treatment Plants”

Ron R. Ramsubhag – Organic Chemistry
B.S., University of Connecticut
M.S., University of Connecticut
Major Professors: Dr. Gregory B. Dudley and Dr. James H. Frederich
“Applications of Alkynogenic Fragmentation Products Derived from Vinylogous Acyl Triflates”

Matthew Thomas Ross – Neuroscience – Psychology
B.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Richard Hyson
“Experience Changes Neuronal Intrinsic Physiology”

Qi Shi – Meteorology
B.S., Nanjing University
M.S., Nanjing University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Mark Bourassa
“Coupling Ocean Currents and Waves with Wind Stress over the Gulf Stream”

Mauricio Guillermo Silva Aguilara – Oceanography
B.S., Arturo Prat University
Major Professor: Dr. Ian MacDonald
“Fate of the Mesopptic Coral Ecosystem (MCE) in the Northeastern Gulf of Mexico after the Deepwater Horizon Incident: Impacts, Restoration, Conservation, and Hazards”

Sebahat Sonmez Poyraz – Humanities
B.A., Ankara University
M.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Peter Garretson
“Nationalism, Modernization and the ‘Woman Question’ in the Late Ottoman Empire and the Early Turkish Republic from the Perspective of the ‘Ideal/New Turkish Women’”

Jie Sun – Meteorology
B.S., Peking University
M.S., Peking University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Zhaohua Wu
“Dynamics-Guided Analysis of Tropical Waves”

Kentarou Tabata – Literature
B.A., University of Tokyo
M.A., University of Tokyo
Major Professor: Dr. Ralph M. Berry
“Modernist Empathy in American Literature: William Faulkner, Nathanael West, and Richard Wright”

Peter Takacs – Philosophy
B.A., University of West Florida
M.A., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Ruse
“Philosophical, Historical, and Empirical Investigations into the Concept of Biological Fitness”

Rob Talbert – Creative Writing
B.A., Texas A&M University System
M.F.A., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Major Professor: Professor Erin C. Belieu
“Elemental”
Yeqing Tao – Analytical Chemistry  
B.S., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute  
Major Professor: Dr. Alan Marshall  
“Probing Protein Conformation and Protein-Protein Interaction by Hydrogen Deuterium Exchange Coupled with FT-ICR MS”

Danilo John Thomas – Creative Writing  
B.A., University of Montana  
M.F.A., University of Alabama  
Major Professor: Professor Mark D. Winegardner  
“Gods of Fire”

Zhou Tong – Computer Science  
B.S., Millsaps College  
M.S., Florida State University  
Major Professor: Dr. Xin Yuan  
“Improving the Effectiveness of Performance Analysis for HPC by Using Appropriate Modeling and Simulation Schemes”

Wan-Yu Tsai – Financial Mathematics  
B.S., National Chiao Tung University  
M.S., Florida State University  
Major Professor: Dr. Arash Fahim  
“Monte Carlo Scheme for a Singular Control Problem: Investment-Consumption under Proportional Transaction Costs”

Aron Tyler Vadakin – Philosophy  
B.A., University of Delaware  
M.A., Florida State University  
Major Professor: Dr. Alfred Mele  
“Against Reason: A Defense of Moderate Normative Skepticism”

Sergiusz Jan Wesolowski – Biomathematics  
B.S., University of Warsaw  
M.S., University of Warsaw  
Major Professors: Dr. Richard Bertram and Dr. Wei Wu  
“Developing SRSF Shape Analysis Techniques for Applications in Neuroscience and Genomics”

Wen Xu – Mathematics  
B.S., Harbin Institute of Technology  
M.S., Harbin Institute of Technology  
Major Professor: Dr. Mark van Hoeij  
“Third Order A-hypergeometric Functions”

Liu Yang – Statistics  
B.A., Fudan University  
M.A., Western Michigan University  
M.S., George Washington University  
Major Professor: Dr. Xufeng Niu  

Yuqi You – Cognitive Psychology  
B.S., Hong Kong University of Science and Technology  
M.A., University of Toronto  
M.S., University of Wisconsin-Madison  
Major Professor: Dr. Wen Li  
“Threat Processing in the Human Sensory Cortex”

Qiong Zhou – Physics  
B.A., Guangxi Normal University  
M.S., Florida State University  
Major Professors: Dr. Luis Balicas and Dr. Nicholas Bonesteel  
“Transport Properties of Semimetallic Transition Metal Dichalcogenides”
GARNET & GOLD
SCHOLARS

- Cassy Alexandre-Rogers
- Juan Barco
- Bailee Barrentine
- Emily Beyer
- Laurén Borg
- Nadia Bortolin
- Rebecca Carr
- Hannah Causseaux
- Brandon Cherry
- Kimberly Clarke
- Donovan Davis
- Isabel De Leon
- James Doyle
- Sarah Egggnatz
- Desirae Ehley
- Loren Eighmie
- Remi Escudie
- Kelly Fuller
- Carina Gobes
- Brianna Griffin
- Krista Hering
- Emily Holmes
- Midenlex Joseph
- Maria Knight
- Taylor Lorenz
- Lauren Marlbona
- Jackelynn Mendoza
- Jenn Menjivar
- Justin Meritt
- Savannah Miller
- Ben Mock
- Maria Montano
- Courtney Morenz
- Kendra Morrison
- Raquel Moya
- Shefali Patel
- Natalia Pena
- Emily Pingleton
- Olivia Ponrick
- Erin Quinlan
- Maicie Ramirez
- Savannah Rodrigue
- Edda Rodriguez
- Nicole Rodriguez
- Mallory Rusinowski
- Breanna Scott
- Chelsey Severance
- Emily Solley
- Annie Strickland
- Mel Theodore
- Will Whitmire
- Christina Williams
- Jordane Wong

ROTC

To Be Commissioned as
Second Lieutenant
In the United States Marine Corps

John M. Gahres

To Be Commissioned as
Ensign
In the United States Navy

Jhorkys Estrella
Taylor R. Segars

Student Veterans of the
United States Armed Forces

Rolando Aguirre
Melanie Janet Baumgratz
Lauren Beckly-Jackson
Steven Christopher Behmke
Brandon Lee Clark
Che Kellee Cobb
Christopher A. Estilette
Michael Seth Filippone
Cheryl D. French
Omar Neil Gonzales
Eric Laine Gow
James Mercer Graydon
David L. Hackney
Niles Estes Hall
Brian J. Hayes
Kevin Duane Hogue
Samantha Paige Jibben
George Coepender Sugg Johnson
Stephen Michael Keating
Matthew Austin Kelley
Gary Stephen King
Anna Kostenko
Michael Daniel Macgrogan
Marin Mallari
Elizabeth Anne Medina
Patrick Parsons
Dalton Pike
Chantel Starr Pinney
Cameron Cook Reed
Jamie Revett
Michael William Richards
Jocelyn Leigh Riedl
DeMarrio DiAunte’ Rucker
Jacob Hunter Schiros
Colleen Cave Shifflett
Marc J. Simmons
Joshua James Stockdale
Susan Elise Van Audall
Nathan Harmon Villa
Matteo Meloni Vimo
Johanna R. Watson
Colin Paul William Weaver
James Alen West
Michael A. Willett
Paul Allen Williams